
THE ATTRACTOR FOR A NONLINEAR REACTION{DIFFUSIONSYSTEM IN AN UNBOUNDED DOMAINM.A. Efendiev and S.V. ZelikAbstrat. In this paper the quasilinear seond order paraboli systems of a reation-di�usion type in an unbounded domain are onsidered. Our aim in this artile is to studythe long-time behaviour of paraboli systems for whih the nonlinearity depends expliitelyon the gradient of the unknown funtions. To this end we give a systemati study of givenparaboli systems and their attrators in weighted Sobolev spaes. Dependene of theHausdor� dimension of attrators from weight of the Sobolev spaes are onsidered.ContentsIntrodution.Part 1. The existene of solutions, uniqueness, di�erentiability.x1 Weight funtions and weighted spaes.x2 The linear equation.x3 The nonlinear equation. A priori estimates.x4 The nonlinear equation. Existene of solutions.x5 The nonlinear equation. Uniqueness of solutions. Di�er-entiability with respet to u0.Part 2. The attrators.x6 Attrators in weighted Sobolev spaes.x7 The unstable sets.x8 A dimension of the attrator. The ase of in�nite dimen-sion.x9 A dimension of the attrator. The ase of �nite dimen-sion. IntrodutionIn this paper the quasilinear seond order paraboli equations and systems of areation-di�usion type(0.1) � �tu��xu+ f(u;rxu) + �0u = g; x 2 
u��t=0 = u0 ; u���
 = 0are onsidered.Here 
 � R3 is an unbounded domain in R3 with a suÆiently smooth boundary(see x1), u = (u1; � � � ; uk) is an unknown vetor-valued funtion, �x is the Laplaianwith respet to x = (x1; x2; x3); f and g are given funtions and �0 is a �xed positiveonstant. Typeset by AMS-TEX1



It is assumed also that the nonlinear term f(u;rxu) satis�es the onditions(0.2) 8><>: 1: f 2 C(Rk � R3k ;Rk )2: f(u;rxu):u � 03: jf(u;rxu)j � Cjuj(1 + jrxujr)(1 + jujp); p� is arbitrary, 0 � r < 2Here and below we denote by u:v the inner produt in the spae Rk.It is well known that in many ases the long-time behaviour of dynamial systemsgenerated by evolutionary equations of mathematial physis an be naturally desribedin terms of attrators of the orresponding semigroups (see [2℄, [20℄, [33℄ and referenestherein). In bounded domains the existene of the attrator is established for a largelass of equations suh as reation-di�usion equations, nonlinear wave equations, 2DNavier{Stokes system, et. Under some natural assumptions it is proved that for allequations mentioned above the attrator has a �nite Hausdor� and fratal dimension(see [2℄, [20℄, [33℄).For unbounded domains 
 the behaviour of solutions for (0.1) beomes muh moreompliated mainly due to the nonompatness of the embedding W 1;2(
) � L2(
).Nevertheless some progress in studying these equations in unbounded domains has beenobtained by using appropriate weighted Sobolev spaes. (see [1℄, [2℄, [7℄, [18℄, [27℄, [28℄,[29℄)Indeed, for the ase where f(u;rxu) � f(u) the problems of the type (0.1) werestudied (using the sale W s;ph�i of weighted Sobolev spaes with power weights �h�i(x) =(1 + jxj2)�=2, � 2 R) in [2℄. Under some natural onditions on the nonlinear term fthe existene of the attrator A� for � 2 R, but for � � 0 only in a weak topology ofthe spae L2h�i, was obtained. Moreover, they proved that in the ase where � > 0 theattrator A� has a �nite Hausdor� dimension. An example of an in�nite dimensionalattrator in the ase � < �3=2 was also onstruted.The ompat attrator in a strong topology of the spae L2h�i for � < �3=2 wasonsidered in [27℄.The ase with the expliit dependene of the nonlinear term on rxu (f = f(u;rxu))under essentially more restritive onditions on the nonlinear term and � > 0 wasonsidered in [17℄.The Kolmogorov's "-entropy of the attrator of (0.1) for the ase where it has in�nitefratal and Hausdor� dimension was studied in [39℄, [14℄.In this paper we give a systemati study of the equations of type (0.1) and theirattrators in weighted Sobolev spaes W s;p� . We restrit ourselves by onsidering onlyweight funtions �(x) whih satisfy the ondition(0.3) C1e�"jxj � �(x) � C2e"jxjwhere " is a suÆiently small positive number whih depends on the equation, andonsequently we onsider only solutions of (0.1) whose rate of growth with respet tojxj ! 1 does not exeed the exponent e"jxj.In fat, most of our analyti results (suh as a priori estimates, existene of solutions,smoothness, uniqueness, et.) will be obtained �rst with the sale W s;pf"g of weightedSobolev spaes with exponential weights �f"g(x) = e�"jxj with a suÆiently small pos-itive ". After that, using the tehnique developed in Setion 1 we extend straightfor-wardly these results to the weighted Sobolev spaes W s;ph�i with power weights, whih2



are traditional in the attrator industry (see [1℄, [2℄, [27℄). Notie that our approah isappliable to a more general lasses of weights, for instane for the anisotropi weights�(x) = (1 + jx1jp1 + jx2jp2 + jx3jp3)�, � 2 R.It is worthwhile to emphasize that the expliit dependene of the nonlinear term onthe gradient (f = f(u;rxu)) leads to the new diÆulties espeially in the ase � < 0.In this ase for instane we are faed with the problem of proving the uniqueness ofsolutions of the problem (0.1) ( see x5 for an explanation). To avoid these problems weuse the onept of the trajetory attrator developed in [8-11℄, [35℄, [38℄.For the onveniene of the reader we reall some basi results from the theory ofattrators using equation (0.1) as a model example. Indeed, assume �rst that theproblem (0.1) has a unique solution for every u0 from a ertain phase spae �h�i. (Itis proved in x5 that is true under natural assumptions when g 2 L2h�i(
) with � � 0).Then equation (0.1) generates a semigroup in the phase spae �h�i(0.4) St : �h�i ! �h�i; Stu(0) = u(t)The attrator A of the semigroup (0.4) is alled the (global) atrator of the equation(0.1). This means that1. A � �h�i is a ompat subset of �h�i.2. The set A is stritly invariant with respet to St, i.e. StA = A.3. The set A is an attrating set for the semigroup St, i.e. for any bounded subsetB � �h�i and any neighbourhood O(A) there is a number T = T (O; B) suh that(0.5) StB � O(A) for every t � TThere exists however a number of important examples of partial di�erential equations,suh as 3D Navier-Stokes system, nonlinear wave equations with a strong nonlinearity,ellipti equations, et., for whih we do not have uniqueness or at least it is not yetproved. At present there are several approahes whih an handle these equations fromthe dynamial point of view.The �rst approah is based on the onept of multivalued semigroups and theirattrators (see [3℄, [5℄,[6℄).The alternative approah whih we will use below involves the onept of traje-tory attrator. The appliations of this onept to evolutionary equations (suh as 3DNavier-Stokes system and nonlinear wave equations) in bounded domains and for el-lipti boundary value problems in unbounded domains an be found in [8-11℄ and [19℄,[32℄, [35℄, [38℄ respetively.We explain now the main idea of the trajetory attrator approah using our equationas a model example. Indeed let us onsider the ase when we do not have uniqueness(g 2 L2h�i(
) with � < 0). Denote by K+h�i the set of all solutions of the problem (0.1)for all initial values u0 2 �h�i suh that u(t) 2 �h�i for every t � 0 (it is proved inSetion 5 that this set is not empty for the appropriate 'phase spae' �h�i). Sine ourequation does not depend expliitly on t then the semigroup fTh; h � 0g of positiveshifts along the t-axis ats on K+h�i:(0.6) ThK+h�i � K+h�i; h � 0; (Thu)(t) � u(t+ h)We endow the spae K+h�i with the appropriate topology (roughly speaking, this topol-ogy is indued by the embedding K+h�i � Clo(R+ ;�h�i)). By de�nition the attrator3



Atr of the semigroup Th ating in the spae K+h�i is alled the trajetory attrator of theequation (0.1). Note that the hoie of the topology of loal onvergene with respetto t 2 R+ in K+h�i guarantees the equivalene of the trajetory attrator (Atr) and theglobal one (Agl) in the ase of uniqueness. Indeed, let � � 0 then as proved below thetrae operator �0 (�0u � u(0)) realizes a C1-di�eomorphism between the spaes K+h�iand �h�i. Thus, the semigroup St, de�ned by (0.4) and the semigroup Tt, de�ned by(0.6) are onjugated by this di�eomorphismTt = (�0)�1St�0; t � 0Notie that although we formulate our main results about the attrators (see Setion 5)in power weighted spaes W s;ph�i (following tradition), it an be easily extended to otherweighted spaes as well.The rest of our paper is devoted to the study of the Hausdorf dimension of theattrator A. This problem is essentially di�erent for the ase � � 0 and for the ase� < 0.In the ase when � � 0, we prove that under natural additional assumptions on thenonlinear term f the attrator A has �nite dimension. It is worthwile to emphasize thatwe obtain �nite dimensionality of the attrator in the ordinary (unweighted) Sobolevspaes W s;p(
) also. To the best of our knowledge, this result has not been provedbefore.Studying the attrator in the ase when � < 0, we restrit ourselves to the gradientindependent ase f(u;rxu) � f(u) and 
 = R3 . In this ase we prove that for everynonlinear term f from our lass suh that the funtion f(u)+�0u is nonmonotoni thereexists the right-hand side g 2 L2h�i suh that the dimension of the attrator is in�nite.This Theorem is based on our onstrution of the in�nite dimensional unstable manifoldassoiated with the equilibrium point z0 of the equation (0.1) (see Setion 7). Notiethat in ontrast to the ase of bounded domains, in our situation the equilibrium pointz0 is not hyperboli in general, hene the usual theorems on the unstable manifolds donot work.Aknowledgements: This work was �nished while the seond author was enjoyingthe hospitality of the WIAS Berlin. He wishes to thank H. Gajewski and J. Fuhrmannfor useful disussions. Both authors have greatly bene�tted from helpful omments bothfrom olleagues mentioned above and B. Fiedler, M. Otani, H. Matano, M.I. Vishik.Part 1. The existene of solutions, uniqueness, di�erentiability.This part is devoted to study the analytial properties of solutions (suh as a prioriestimates, existene, uniqueness, et.) of (0.1) in unbounded domains.In Setion 1 we introdue a wide lass of weights and the orresponding weightedSobolev spaes and formulate a number of auxiliary results whih will be essentiallyused throughout the paper.The linear equation ( with f(u;rxu) � 0) in weighted Sobolev spaes is onsideredin Setion 2.The a priori estimates for the solutions of the nonlinear equation (0.1) are obtainedin Setion 3.Using these estimates we prove in Setion 4 the existene of solutions for (3.1).Setion 5 is devoted to study the problems onneted with the uniqueness of solutionsand its di�erentiability with respet to the initial value u0.4



x1 Weight funtions and weighted spaes.In this Setion we introdue and study the family of weight funtions and the orre-sponding weighted Sobolev spaes whih will be used throughout of the paper.De�nition 1.1. A funtion � 2 L1lo(Rn ) is alled a weight funtion with the rate ofgrowth � � 0 if the ondition(1.1) �(x+ y) � C�e�jxj�(y); �(x) > 0is satis�ed for every x; y 2 Rn .Remark 1.1. It is not diÆult to dedue from (1.1) that(1.2) �(x+ y) � C�1� e��jxj�(y)are also satis�ed for every x; y 2 Rn .Proposition 1.1. Let �1 and �2 be weight funtions with the rates of growth �1 and�2 respetively. Then,1. ��1 + ��2, maxf�1; �2g, and minf�1; �2g are weight funtions with the rate ofgrowth maxf�1; �2g for every �; � > 0.2. �1 � �2 and �1 � (�2)�1 are weight funtions with the rate of growth �1 + �2.3. (�1)� is weight funtion with the rate of growth j�j�1.The assertions of this proposition are immediate orollaries of (1.1) and (1.2).The following two examples of weight funtions are of fundamental signi�ane forour purposes: 1: �h�i(x) = (1 + jxj2)�=2 2: �f"g(x) = e�"jxj; �; " 2 R(Evidently the seond weight has the rate of growth j"j and the �rst one satis�es (1.1)for any � > 0).De�nition 1.2. Let 
 � Rn be some (unbounded) domain in Rn and let � be a weightfuntion with the rate of growth �. De�ne the spaeLp�(
) = �u 2 D0(
) : ku;
; k�;0;p � Z
 �(x)ju(x)jp dx <1�Analogously we de�ne the weighted Sobolev spae W l;p� (
), l 2 N as the spae of distri-butions whose derivatives up to the order l inlusively belong to Lp�(
) For the simliityof notations we will right troughout of the paper W s;ph�i instead of W s;p(1+jxj2)�=2 and W s;pf"ginstead of W s;pe�"jxj .We de�ne also the Sobolev spaes of funtions bounded with respet to jxj ! 1W l;pb (
) = fu 2 D0(
) : ku;
kb;l;p = supx02Rn ku;
 \B1x0kl;p <1gHere and below we denote by BRx0 the ball in Rn of radius R, entred in x0, and ku; V kl;pmeans kukW l;p(V ). 5



Theorem 1.1. Let u 2 Lp�(
) where � is a weight funtion with the rate of growth �.Then for any 1 � q � 1 the following estimate is valid(1.3) �Z
 �(x0)q �Z
 e�"jx�x0jju(x)jp dx�q dx0�1=q � C Z
 �(x)ju(x)jp dxfor every " > �, where the onstant C depends only on ", � and C� from (1.1) (and isindependent of 
)Proof. Let q = 1: Then due to (1.1)Z
 Z
 �(x0)e�"jx�x0jju(x)jp dx dx0 �� C� Z
2 e�jx�x0je�"jx�x0j�(x)ju(x)jp dx dx0 �� C� �ZRn e�("��)jyj dy��Z
 �(x)ju(x)jp dx� � C1 Z
 �(x)ju(x)jp dxLet now q =1 then applying (1.1) again we obtainsupx02
��(x0) Zx2
 e�"jx�x0jju(x)jp dx� �� C� Zx2
 supx02
 ne�jx�x0je�"jx�x0jo�(x)ju(x)jp dx �� C� Zx2
 �(x)ju(x)jp dxThus we proved the inequality (1.3) for q = 1 and q = 1. For 1 < q < 1 it followsthen from the interpolation inequality (see [34℄)k � kLq � k � k�L1k � k1��L1 ; � = 1=qTheorem 1.1 is proved. �Corollary 1.1. Let � be a weight funtion with the rate of growth � < "4 , u 2 Lp�(
)and R 2 R+ . Then(1.4)  Z
\fjx0j>Rg �(x0)q �Z
 e�"jx�x0jju(x)jp dx�q dx0!1=q �� C Z
\fjxj>R=2g �(x)ju(x)jp dx++Ke��R Z
 �(x)ju(x)jp dxfor some � > 0, C > 0, K > 0 whih depends only on ", � and C� from (1.1) (and areindependent of R). 6



Proof. Indeed(1.5) Z
\fjx0j>Rg �(x0)q �Z
 e�"jx�x0jju(x)jp dx�q dx0 �� Cq Z
\fjx0j>R=2g �(x0)q Z
\fjxj>R=2g e�"jx�x0jju(x)jp dx!q dx0++ Cq Z
\fjx0j>Rg �(x0)q Z
\fjxj<R=2g e�"jx�x0jju(x)jp dx!q dx0The �rst integral in the right{hand side of (1.5) an be estimated by using (1.3) with
 \ fjxj > R=2g instead of 
. So it remains to estimate the seond one. If jx0j > Rand jxj < R=2 thenjx� x0j � 1=4jx� x0j+ 3=4jx� x0j � 1=4(jx0j � R=2) + 3R=8 � 1=4(jx0j+ R)and due to (1.2) ��(x) � C�1� e��R=2�(0). HeneZ
\fjx0j>Rg �(x0)q Z
\fjxj<R=2g e�"jx�x0jju(x)jp dx!q dx0 �� Ce�q"R=4 Z
\fjx0j>Rg �q(x0)e�q"jx0j=4dx0 Z
\fjxj<R=2g ju(x)jp dx!q �� C1e�q"R=4e�q�R=2�ZRn e�q("=4��)jx0j dx0� Z
\fjxj<R=2g �(x)ju(x)jp dx!q �� C2e��R �Z
 �(x)ju(x)jp dx�qCorollary 1.1 is proved.Remark 1.2. The assertion of Corollary 1.1 an be extended to the ase � < " (insteadof 4� < ") by replaing R=2 in the estimate (1.4) by R=N for a suÆiently large N =N(�=").Corollary 1.2. Let the assumption of the previous Corollary hold. Then the followinganalogues of estimates (1.3) and (1.4) are valid;(1.6) supx02
��(x0) supx2
fe�"jx�x0jju(x)jpg� � C supx2
f�(x)ju(x)jpgand(1.7) supx02
\fjx0j>Rg��(x0) supx2
fe�"jx�x0jju(x)jpg� �� C supx2
\fjxj>R=2gf�(x)ju(x)jpg+Ce��R supx2
f�(x)ju(x)jpgThe proof of this Corollary is the same as the proof of Theorem 1.1 for q = 1 andCorollary 1.1. 7



For a more detailed study of the weighted Sobolev spaes de�ned above we needsome regularity assumptions on the domain 
 � Rn whih are assumed to be validthroughout the paper.We suppose that there exists a positive number R0 > 0 suh that for every pointx0 2 
 there exists a smooth domain Vx0 � 
 suh that(1.8) BR0x0 \ 
 � Vx0 � BR0+1x0 \ 
where we denote by BRx0 the ball of radius R, entred in x0.Moreover it is assumed also that there exists a di�eomorphism �x0 : B10 ! Vx0 suhthat �x0(x) = x0 + px0(x) and(1.9) kpx0kCN + kp�1x0 kCN � Kuniformly with respet to x0 2 
 for suÆiently large N . (For simpliity we supposebelow that (1.8) and (1.9) hold for R0 = 2.) Notie that in the ase when 
 is boundedthe onditions (1.8) and (1.9) are equivalent to the ondition: the boundary �
 is asmooth manifold, but for unbounded domains the smoothness of the boundary is notsuÆient to obtain the regular struture of 
 when jxj ! 1 sine some onditions onuniformity with respet to x 2 
 smoothness are required. It is most onvenient for usto formulate these onditions in the form (1.8) and (1.9).Theorem 1.2. Let the domain 
 satisfy the onditions (1.8) and (1.9), the weightfuntion { the ondition (1.1) and let R be some positive number. Then the followingestimates are valid(1.10) C2 Z
 �(x)ju(x)jp dx � Z
 �(x0) Z
\BRx0 ju(x)jp dx dx0 �� C1 Z
 �(x)ju(x)jp dxProof. Let us hange the order of integration in (1.10);(1.11) Z
 �(x0) Z
\BRx0 ju(x)jp dx dx0 = = Z
 ju(x)jp�Z
 �
\BRx (x0)�(x0) dx0� dxHere �
\BRx is the harateristi funtion of the set 
 \BRx .It follows from the inequalities (1.1) and (1.2) that(1.12) C1�(x) � infx02BRx �(x0) � supx02BRx �(x0) � C2�(x)and the assumptions (1.8) and (1.9) imply that(1.13) 0 < C1 � �(x 2 
 \BRx0) � C2uniformly with respet to x0 2 
.Estimate (1.10) is an immediate orollary of the estimates (1.11){(1.13). Theorem1.2 is proved. � 8



Corollary 1.3. Let (1.8) and (1.9) be valid. Then an equivalent norm in the weightedSobolev spae H l;p� (
) is given by the following expression:(1.14) ku;
k�;l;p = �Z
 �(x0)ku;
 \ BRx0kpl;p dx0�1=pHere and below ku; V kl;p means kukW l;p(V ). In partiular we obtain also that the norms(1.14) are equivalent for di�erent R 2 R+ .To study the equation (0.1) we need also the weighted Sobolev spaes with frationalderivatives s 2 R+ (not only s 2 Z). For the �rst we reall (see [34℄ for details) that ifV is a bounded domain the norm in the spae W s;p(V ), s = [s℄ + l, 0 < l < 1, [s℄ 2 Z+an be given by the following expression(1.15) ku; V kps;p = ku; V kp[s℄;p + Xj�j=[s℄Zx2V Zy2V jD�u(x)�D�u(y)jpjx� yjn+lp dx dyIt is not diÆult to prove, arguing as in Theorem 1.2 and using this representation, thatfor any bounded domain V with a suÆiently smooth boundary(1.16) ku; V kps;p � C1 Zx02V ku; V \BRx0kps;p dx0 � C2ku; V kps;pThis justi�es the following de�nition.De�nition 1.3. Let us de�ne the spae W s;p� for any s 2 R+ by the norm (1.14).It is not diÆult to hek that these norms are equivalent for di�erent R > 0.In the sequel we will use the W s;p� -valued funtions. To this end we formulate belowthe ontinuity riteria for suh funtions.Theorem 1.3. Let u : [0; T ℄! W s;p� (
) { be some W s;p� {valued funtion, 1 � p <1.Then u 2 C([0; T ℄;W s;p� ) if and only if(1.17) u��
\BR0 2 C([0; T ℄;W s;p(
 \BR0 ))and uniformly with respet to t 2 [0; T ℄(1.18) limR!1 ku(t);
 \ fjxj > Rgk�;s;p = 0Proof. Indeed let (1.17) and (1.18) be valid. Thenku(t1)� u(t2);
k�;s;p � Cku(t1)� u(t2);
 \ fjxj < Rgks;p++ C supt2[0;T ℄ku(t);
 \ fjxj > Rgk�;s;pThe seond term in the right{hand of this inequality an be hoosen arbitrary small bytaking R large enough (due to ondition (1.18)) and for the �xed R the �rst one an behoosen arbitrary small by taking jt1 � t2j small enough (due to the ondition (1.17)).Thus, u 2 C([0; T ℄;W s;p� (
)).Let us suppose now that u 2 C([0; T ℄;W s;p� (
)). Then (1.17) is evidently holds. Itremains only to verify (1.18). Indeed sine u is ontinious then the set fu(t); t 2 [0; T ℄gis ompat in W s;p� . The estimate (1.18) is an immediate orollary of this ompatness.Theorem 1.3 is proved. 9



Remark 1.3. Note that if p =1 then Theorem 1.3 gives only a suffiient onditionfor the ontinuity whih evidently not neessary.Note also, that as a rule we will hek the ondition (1.18) by using the estimate(1.4).We onsider now the other lass of weighted funtional spaes whih we signi�antlyuse to obtain adequate a priori estimates of solutions of the equation (0.1). Note thatthey are of independent interest.De�nition 1.4. Let 
 � Rn satisfy the onditions (1.8) and (1.9) and let � be theweight funtion with the rate of growth �. For every 1 � p < 1, and R > 0 we de�nethe following spaesL(p;1)� (
) = �u 2 D0(
) : ku;
kp�;(p;1) = Zx2
 �(x)ku;
 \ BRx kp0;1dx <1�For the simpliity of notation we will write below L(p;1)h�i and L(p;1)f"g instead ofL(p;1)(1+jxj2)�=2 and L(p;1)e�"jxj orrespondinglyIt an be shown that in fat these spaes are independent of the hoie of R > 0.Proposition 1.2. Let the onditions of the previous de�nition be valid. ThenL(p;1)� (
) � L1�=p(
), i.e.(1.19) supx2
f�(x)ju(x)jpg � C Zx2
 �(x)ku;
 \BRx kp0;1dxProof. Let us estimate the left-hand side of (1.19) using the estimates (1.12) and theinequality sup z1; �; zk; � � � �P1l=1 zl for nonnegative zl;supx2
f�(x)ju(x)jpg = supl2Znf supx2BRl \
�(x)ju(x)jpg � C Xl2Zn�(l)ku;
 \ BRl kp0;1� C1 Xl2Zn�(l) Zx2B1l ku;
 \BR+1x kp0;1dx �� C2 Zx2
 �(x)ku;
 \ BR+2x kp0;1dx � C3 Zx2
 �(x)ku;
 \BRx kp0;1dxHere we assumed, evidently, that R > n1=2. Proposition 1.2 is proved.Let us note that the weight funtion(1.20) �x0;" = e�"jx�x0jsatisfy the onditions (1.1) uniformly with respet to x0 2 Rn . Consequently allestimates obtained above for the arbitrary weights will be valid for the family (1.20) withthe onstants, independent of x0 2 Rn as well. Sine these estimates are of fundamentalsigni�ane for us we write it expliitly by a number of orollaries formulated below.Corollary 1.4. Let 
 be the same as in Proposition 1.2. Then for any " � 0 thefollowing estimate is valid uniformly with respet x0 2 Rn(1.21) supx2
fe�"jx�x0jju(x)jpg � C Zx2
 e�"jx�x0jku;
 \ BRx kp0;1dx10



Corollary 1.5. Let u 2 LpfÆg(
) for 0 < Æ < ". Then the following estimate holdsuniformly with respet to y 2 Rn(1.22) �Z
 e�qÆjx0�yj�Z
 e�"jx�x0jju(x)jp dx�q dx0�1=q �� C";q Z
 e�Æjx�yjju(x)jp dxMoreover if u 2 L1fÆg(
), Æ < " then(1.23) supx02
�e�Æjx0�yj supx2
fe�"jx�x0jju(x)jg� � C";Æ supx2
fe�Æjx�yjju(x)jgand if 4Æ < " the appropriate analogues of the estimates (1.4), and (1.7) are also validuniformly with respet to y 2 Rn .Corollary 1.6. Let u 2 Lpb(
) and " > 0. Then(1.24) supx02
�Zx2
 e�"jx�x0jju(x)jp dx� � Cku;
kpb;0;pIndeed,supx02
�Zx2
 e�"jx�x0jju(x)jp dx� � C supx02
�Zx2
 e�"jx�x0jku;
 \ B1xkp0;p dx� �� C supx2
�ku;
 \ B1xkp0;p	 supx02
�Zx2Rn e�"jx�x0j dx� � C1ku;
kpb;0;px2 The linear equationThis Setion is devoted to the study of the linear problem of the type (0.1)(2.1) � �tu��xu+ �0u = g(t)u��t=0 = u0 ; u���
 = 0in an unbounded domain 
 whih is assumed to satisfy the onditions (1.8) and (1.9)formulated in the previous Setion. To this end we will use weighted Sobolev spaesintrodued in Setion 1.Theorem 2.1. Let g 2 L2([0; T ℄; L2f"1g(
)) for some "1 � 0 and let u0 2 L2f"1g(
).Then there exists the unique solution of the problem suh that(2.2) u 2 L2([0; T ℄;W 1;2f"1g(
)) \W 1;2([0; T ℄;W�1;2f"1g (
))and for any " > "1, the following estimate is valid uniformly with respet to x0 2 R3 :(2.3) ku(T );
 \B1x0k20;2 + Z TT�1 ku(t);
 \ B1x0k21;2 + k�tu(t);
 \B1x0k2�1;2 dt �� C(jv0j2; e�"jx�x0j)e�(�0�"2)T + Z T0 e(�0�"2)(t�T )(jg(t)j2; e�"jx�x0j) dt11



Here and below R TT�1 means R T0 if T < 1.Proof. We restrit ourselves to obtain only the a priori estimate (2.3) for the solutionsof the problem (2.1). The existene of solutions an be obtained from this estimate ina standard way.Let us multiply the equation (2.1) by u(t)e�"jx�x0j and integrate over x 2 
�t(ju(t)j2; e�"jx�x0j) + 2�0(ju(t)j2; e�"jx�x0j) + 2(jrxu(t)j2; e�"jx�x0j) == 2(g; ue�"jx�x0j)� 2(rxu; urxe�"jx�x0j)Applying Holder's inequality to the right{hand side of the last formula and using theobvious estimate jrxe�"jx�x0jj � "e�"jx�x0j we obtain(2.4) �t(ju(t)j2; e�"jx�x0j) + (�0 � "2)(ju(t)j2; e�"jx�x0j)++ (jrxu(t)j2; e�"jx�x0j) � C(jgj2; e�"jx�x0j)Applying Gronwall's inequality to the estimate (2.4) we obtain the estimate(2.5) (ju(T )j2; e�"jx�x0j) + Z TT�1(jrxu(t)j2; e�"jx�x0j) dt �� (ju(0)j2; e�"jx�x0j)e�(�0�"2)T + C Z T0 e(�0�"2)(t�T )(jg(t)j2; e�"jx�x0j) dtTaking into aount that e�"jx�x0j � C if x 2 B1x0 uniformly with respet to x0 2 R3we obtain from (2.5)(2.6) ku(T );
 \B1x0k20;2 + Z TT�1 krxu(t);
 \ B1x0k21;2 dt �� C(ju(0)j2; e�"jx�x0j)e�(�0�"2)T + C Z T0 e(�0�"2)(t�T )(jg(t)j2; e�"jx�x0j) dtThe estimate of �tu follows now from (2.6) and from the equation (2.1).The estimate(2.3) is proved. It remains to prove (2.2). Let us take in (2.3) " > "1, multiply it bye�"1jx0j and integrate over x0 2 
. Then after using the estimates (1.3) and (1.10) weobtain thatku(T );
k2f"1g;0;2 + Z TT�1 ku(t);
k2f"1g;1;2 + k�tu(t);
k2f"1g;�1;2 dt �� ku(0);
k2f"1g;0;2e�(�0�"2)T + Z T0 e(�0�"2)(t�T )kg(t);
k2f"1g;0;2 dtTheorem 2.1 is proved. �Theorem 2.2. Let u be a solution of (2.1) satisfying (2.2). Let " > "1 � 0 be the sameas in previous theorem, and let u0 2 W 1;2f"1g(
) and g be the same as in the previousTheorem. Then(2.7) u 2 L2([0; T ℄;W 2;2f"1g(
)) \W 1;2([0; T ℄; L2f"1g(
))12



and the following estimate is valid uniformly with respet to x0 2 R3 ;(2.8) ku(T );
 \B1x0k21;2 + Z TT�1 ku(t);
 \ B1x0k22;2 + k�tu(t);
 \B1x0k20;2 dt �� C �krxu(0);
 \B3x0k2 + (ju0j2; e�"jx�x0j)� e�T++ C Z T0 e(t�T )(jg(t)j2; e�"jx�x0j) dtfor some positive  = (") > 0.Proof. Reall �rstly that we assume that the domain 
 satis�es the onditions (1.8)and (1.9) and the onstant R0 = 2.Let us onsider the ut{o� funtion  x0(x) 2 C10 (R3) suh that  x0 = 1 if x 2 B1x0and  x0 = 0 if x =2 B2x0 and let vx0 =  x0u. It follows from the equation (2.1) and fromthe ondition (1.8) that vx0 is the solution of the following equation(2.9) ( �tvx0 ��xvx0 + �0vx0 =  x0g � 2rx x0rxvx0 ��x x0vx0 � hx0(t)vx0 ���Vx0 = 0 ; vx0 ��t=0 =  x0u(0)where the domains Vx0 were de�ned in (1.8) and (1.9).Multiplying the equality (2.9) by �xvx0 and integrating over x 2 Vx0 we obtain aftersimple omputation involving integration by parts and Gronwall's inequality that thefollowing estimate holds uniformly with respet to x0 2 
:(2.10) kvx0(T ); Vx0k21;2 + Z TT�1 k�xvx0(t); Vx0k20;2 + k�tvx0(t); Vx0k20;2 dt �� C1kvx0(0); Vx0k21;2e��0T + C1 Z T0 e�0(t�T )khx0(t); Vx0k20;2 dt �� C2ku(0);
 \ B3x0k21;2e��0T + C2 Z T0 e�0(t�T )khx0(t);
 \ B3x0k20;2 dtTaking into the aount the assumptions (1.8) and (1.9) for the domains Vx0 we obtainfrom the ellipti regularity theorem (see [34℄) thatku(t);
 \B1x0k2;2 � Ckvx0(t); Vx0k2;2 � C1k�xvx0(t); Vx0k0;2Estimating(2.11) khx0(t);
 \ B3x0k20;2 � C(kg(t);
 \ B3x0k20;2 + ku(t);
 \ B3x0k21;2)and using the estimate (2.3) we obtain now the estimate (2.8). The assertion (2.7) anbe dedued from (2.8) in the same way as (2.2) from (2.3). Theorem 2.2 is proved. �Corollary 2.1. Let u { be a solution of the problem (2.1) satisfying (2.2). Let ussuppose also that g 2 L2([0; T ℄; L2�(
)) and u0 2 W 1;2� (
) for a some weight � satisfying(1.1) with a suÆiently small rate of growth � (� < ") and " was introdued in Theorem2.2). Then(2.12) u 2W 1;2([0; T ℄; L2�(
)) \ L2([0; T ℄;W 2;2� (
)) \ C([0; T ℄;W 1;2� (
))13



and the following estimate is valid(2.13) ku(T );
k2�;1;2 + Z TT�1 ku(t);
k2�;2;2 + k�tu(t);
k2�;0;2 dt �� Cku(0);
k2�;1;2e�T + C Z T0 e(t�T )kg(t);
k2�;0;2 dtfor some positive .Proof. Indeed let us multiply the estimate (2.8) by �(x0) and integrate over 
. Thenusing the estimates (1.3) and (1.10) we obtain (2.13). Thus, we have proved thatu 2 L1([0; T ℄;W 1;2� (
)) and it remains to prove ontinuity. To this end we use Theorem1.3. Multiplying (2.8) by �(x0) and integrating over 
 \ fjx0j > Rg we obtain using(1.4) that ku(t);
 \ fjxj > Rgk2�;1;2 ! 0when R ! 1 uniformly with respet to t 2 [0; T ℄. So we should prove only thatu��
\fjxj<Rg 2 C([0; T ℄;W 1;2(
 \ fjxj < Rg)). But it follows from a well known inter-polation theorem for unweighted Sobolev spaes (see [26℄) thatC([0; T ℄;W 1;2) � L2([0; T ℄;W 2;2) \W 1;2([0; T ℄; L2)Corollary 2.1 is proved. �Theorem 2.3. Let u be a solution of the problem (2.1) whih satis�es (2.2), " > "1 � 0suh as in Theorem 2.2, u0 2W 2�Æ;2f"1g (
) and g 2 C([0; T ℄; L2f"1g(
)) for some 0 < Æ � 1.Then(2.14) u 2 C([0; T ℄;W 2�Æ;2f"1g (
)) \ C1�Æ=2([0; T ℄; L2f"1g(
))and the following estimate is valid uniformly with respet to x0 2 R3 :(2.15) ku(T );
 \B1x0k22�Æ;2 + kuk2C1�Æ=2([T�1;T ℄;L2(
\B1x0 )) �� C �ku(0);
 \B3x0k22�Æ;2 + (ju(0)j2; e�"jx�x0j)� e�T++ Z T0 e(t�T )jt� T j�1+Æ=2(jg(t)j2; e�"jx�x0j) dtfor some positive onstant The proof of this Theorem is based on the following result for the auxiliary problem(2.9)Lemma 2.1. Let vx0 be the solution of the problem (2.9) and let vx0(0) 2 W 2�Æ;2 \W 1;20 (Vx0) and hx0 2 C([0; T ℄; L2(Vx0)). Then(2.16) vx0 2 C([0; T ℄;W 2�Æ;2(Vx0)) \ C1�Æ=2([0; T ℄; L2(Vx0))and the following estimate is valid uniformly with respet to x0 2 
(2.17) kvx0(T ); Vx0k22�Æ;2 + kuk2C1�Æ=2([T�1;T ℄;L2(Vx0 )) �� Ckvx0(0); Vx0k22�Æ;2e��0T + C1 Z T0 e�0(t�T )jt� T j�1+Æ=2khx0 ; Vx0k20;2 dt14



Proof. Let A = Ax0 = ��x + �0. Then from the variation of onstants formula weobtain that(2.18) vx0(T ) = e�AT vx0 + Z T0 eA(t�T )hx0(t)Let us derive the estimate of W 2�Æ;2 norm. The Holder ontinuity for vx0 an beobtained analogously.It is well known that the operator A generates a holomorphi semigroup in L2(Vx0).Then, for � � 0, s > 0 the following estimates are valid, (see [34℄, [12℄, [21℄)(2.19) ke�AskW 2�Æ;2!W 2�Æ;2 � Ce��0s ; kA�e�AskL2!L2 � C1s��e��0sand due to the regularity onditions (1.9), the onstants C and C1 do not depend onx0 2 
.Thus, ke�AT vx0(0); Vx0k2�Æ;2 � Ce��0T kvx0(0); Vx0k2�Æ;2 and using Holder's in-equality we obtain after simple transformations Z T0 eA(t�T )hx0(t) dtW 2�Æ;2 � Z T0 kA1�Æ=2eA(t�T )kL2!L2khx0(t); Vx0k0;2 dt �C Z T0 e�0(t�T )jt� T j�1+Æ=2khx0(t); Vx0k0;2 dt � C  Z T0 e�0(t�T )jt� T j�1+Æ=2 dt!1=2
� Z T0 e�0(t�T )jt� T j�1+Æ=2khx0(t); Vx0k20;2 dt!1=2 �� C1 Z T0 e�0(t�T )jt� T j�1+Æ=2khx0(t); Vx0k20;2 dt!1=2Lemma 2.1 is proved.The proof of Theorem 2.3. It follows from Lemma 2.1 that(2.20) kuk2C1�Æ=2([T�1;T ℄;L2(
\B1x0 )) + ku(T );
 \B1k22�Æ;2 �� C �kvx0(T ); Vx0k22�Æ;2 + kvx0k2C1�Æ=2([T�1;T ℄;L2(Vx0 ))� �� C1 kvx0(0); Vx0k22�Æ;2e��0T + Z T0 e�0(t�T )jt� T j�1+Æ=2khx0(t); Vx0k20;2g!We used here the notations of Theorem 2.2.Estimating the last integral in (2.20) by the estimates (2.11) and (2.8) we obtain theinequality (2.15) after some evident alulations. Hene it remains to obtain only thatu 2 C([0; T ℄;W 2�Æ;2f"g (
)). This ontinuity an be proved using the 'tail estimates' (1.4)and Theorem 1.3 as in Theorem 2.2 and Corollary 2.1. Theorem 2.3 is proved. �Corollary 2.2. Let u { be a solution of the problem (2.1) satisfying (2.2). Let ussuppose also that g 2 C([0; T ℄; L2�(
)) and u0 2 W 2�Æ;2� (
), 0 � Æ < 1 and � is thesame as in Corollary 2.1. Then(2.21) u 2 C([0; T ℄;W 2�Æ;2� (
)) \ C1�Æ=2([0; T ℄; L2�(
))15



and the following estimate is valid(2.22) ku(T );
k2�;2�Æ;2 + kuk2C1�Æ=2([T�1;T ℄;L2�(
)) � Cku(0);
k2�;2�Æ;2e�T++ C supt2[0;T ℄fe(t�T )kg(t);
k2�;0;2gThe proof of this Corollary is the same as Corollary 2.1, only instead of the estimate(2.8) we should use the estimate (2.15).Corollary 2.3. Let the ondition of the previous Theorem be valid, Æ < 1=2 and u0 = 0.Assume also that dim
 = n � 3. Then(2.23) ju(t; x0)j2 � supt2[0;T ℄fe(t�T )(jg(t)j2; e�"jx�x0j)gfor some positive Indeed, the estimate (2.23) follows immediately from (2.15), Sobolev's embeddingtheorem W 2�Æ;2 � C for Æ < 1=2 and the following simple inequality(2.24) Z T0 e(t�T )jt� T j�1+Æ=2(jg(t)j2; e�"jx�x0j) dt �� C supt2[0;T ℄fe(t�T )=2(jg(t)j2; e�"jx�x0j)gTheorem 2.4. Let the onditions of Theorem 2.3 be valid, Æ < 1=2 and dim
 = n � 3.Then(2.25) ju(T; x0)j2 � supx2
 ne�"jx�x0jju(0; x)j2o e�T++ supt2[0;T ℄fe(t�T )(jg(t)j2; e�"jx�x0j)gfor some  > 0Proof. Due to Corollary 2.3 it is suÆient to prove (2.25) only for g � 0.Let us onsider the funtion  (x) 2 C1(R3) suh that(2.26) � jrx (x)j � C" (x) ; j�x (x)j � C"2 (x) (x) > 0 ;  (x) = e�"jxj for jxj � 1It is not diÆult to prove that suh a funtion exists.Let us onsider also the funtion wx0(t; x) =  (x� x0)u(t; x). It follows from (2.1)that this funtion satis�es the equation(2.27) �twx0 ��xwx0 + �0wx0 �K1(x)wx0 �K2(x)rxwx0 = 0and due to the ondition (2.26) supx2R3 jKi(x)j � C", i = 1; 2. Hene for suÆientlysmall " > 0 the maximum priniple is valid for the equation (2.27) (see, [24℄). Thus(2.28) jwx0(t; x)j � supx2
 jwx0(0; x)je�tfor some  > 0. Taking x = x0 in (2.28) we obtain (2.25) for g = 0. Theorem 2.4 isproved. �We �nish this Setion with a version of the omparison priniple for paraboli equa-tions in weighted Sobolev spaes. 16



Theorem 2.5. Let a funtion u satisfy (2.7) for a ertain "1 > 0, u(0) = 0 and let thefollowing inequality be valid almost everywhere in [0; T ℄� 
:(2.29) �tu��xu+ �0u � 0Then almost everywhere in [0; T ℄� 
 u(t; x) � 0.Proof. Let us onsider the funtions u+(t; x) = maxf0; u(t; x)g,u�(t; x) = u+(t; x) � u(t; x). By using the tehnique of [3℄ it is not diÆult to provethat(2.30) u�; u+ 2W 1;2([0; T ℄; L2f"g(
)) \ L2([0; T ℄;W 1;2f"g(
))for " � "1 and the following equalities are valid almost everywhere(2.31) (�tu+(t); u�(t))f"g = (�tu�(t); u+(t))f"g = (rxu+(t);rxu�(t))f"g = 0Let us multiply (2.29) by u� and integrate over 
. Then due to (2.31) we obtain(2.32) �1=2�tku�(t);
k2f"g;0;2 � �0ku�(t);
k2f"g;0;2 + "2ku�(t);
k2f"g;0;2 � 0Applying Gronwall's inequality to the estimate (2.32) and taking into aount thatu�(0) = 0 we obtain that ku�(t);
kf"g;0;2 = 0 almost everywhere, i.e. u � 0 almosteverywhere. Theorem 2.5 is proved.x3 The nonlinear equation. A priori estimates.In this Setion we onsider the paraboli boundary problem:(3.1) � �tu��xu+ f(u;rxu) + �0u = g(x)u��t=0 = u0; u���
 = 0in the unbounded domain 
 whih is assumed to be 3-dimensional (
 � R3) and tosatisfy the onditions (1.8) and (1.9) formulated in Setion 1.Reall that u = (u1; � � � ; uk), �0 > 0 { is some positive number, f = (f1; � � � ; fk),g = (g1; � � � ; gk) and the nonlinear term f satis�es the following onditions(3.2) 8><>: 1: f(u;rxu):u � 02: jf(u;rxu)j � Cjuj(1 + jrxujr)(1 + jujp), p > 0 { is arbitrary3: f 2 C(Rk � R3k ; Rk ) and r < 2We suppose in this Setion that the right-hand side g = g(x) is from the spae\">0L2f"g(
) and that the initial date u0 is from the spae \">0W 2�Æ;2f"g (
) (wherethe exponent 0 < Æ = Æ(r) < 1=2 will be de�ned below) and u0���
 = 0.A solution of the equation (3.1) is de�ned to be a funtion u from the spae\">0C([0; T ℄;W 2�Æ;2f"g (
)) whih satis�es the equation (3.1) in a distribution sense.The main aim of this Setion is to prove a number of a priori estimates for thesolutions of (3.1) whih will be used below in order to prove the existene of solutions,their uniqueness, et.Note that all results formulated below remain valid for g 2 L2f"g(
), u0 2W 2�Æ;2f"g (
)and u 2 C([0; T ℄;W 2�Æ;2f"g (
)) with a suÆiently small positive " whih depends on theequation (3.1). 17



Theorem 3.1. Let u be the solution of (3.1). Then the following estimate is validuniformly with respet to x0 2 
(3.3) ku(T );
 \B1x0k20;2 + Z TT�1 ku(t);
 \ B1x0k21;2 + k�tu(t);
 \B1x0k2�1;2 dt �� C(ju0j2; e�"jx�x0j)e�T + C(jgj2; e�"jx�x0j)for some positive  > 0 and suÆiently small " > 0.The proof of this Theorem is the same as the proof of Theorem 2.1 (the nonlinearterm disappears in the estimates due to the �rst ondition of (3.2)).Theorem 3.2. Let u be the solution of (3.2). Then the following estimate is validuniformly with respet to x0 2 
(3.4) ju(T; x0)j2 � C supx2
fe�"jx�x0jju(0; x)j2ge�T + C(jgj2; e�"jx�x0j)for some positive  > 0 and suÆiently small " > 0.Proof. Let us onsider the funtion w(t; x) = u(t; x):u(t; x). Then due to the equation(3.1)(3.5) �tw ��xw + 2�0w = �2rxu:rxu� 2f(u;rxu):u+ 2g:u � 2g:u � hu(t)We onsider also the auxiliary linear problem(3.6) � �tv ��xv + 2�0v = hu(t)v��t=0 = w��t=0 = u0:u0; v���
 = 0Due to the omparison priniple (Theorem 2.5),(3.7) w(t; x) � v(t; x); (t; x) 2 [0; T ℄� 
Applying Theorem 2.4 to the linear equation (3.6) and using (1.23) we obtain(3.8) supx2
fe�2"jx�x0jjw(T; x)j2g � supx2
fe�2"jx�x0jjv(T; x)j2g �� C supx2
fe�2"jx�x0jju0(x)j4ge�2T++ C supt2[0;T ℄fe2(t�T )(jhu(t)j2; e�2"jx�x0j)gDenote Zx0(T ) = supx2
fe�2"jx�x0jjw(T; x)j2g and estimate the last term in the right{hand side of (3.8)(3.9) (jhu(t)j2; e�2"jx�x0j) � C(ju(t)j2jgj2; e�2"jx�x0j) �� C supx02
fe�"jx�x0jjw(t; x)jg(jgj2; e�"jx�x0j) � �Zx0(t) + C�(jgj2; e�"jx�x0j)2and the estimate (3.9) is valid for every � > 0.It follows from the inequalities (3.8) and (3.9) that(3.10) Zx0(T ) � C supx2
fe�2"jx�x0jju0(x)j4ge�2T + C�(jgj2; e�"jx�x0j)2++ � supt2[0;T ℄fe2(t�T )Zx0(t)gTo omplete the proof of Theorem 3.2 we need the following Lemma18



Lemma 3.1. Let the funtion Zx0(t) be a solution of the following inequality(3.11) Zx0(T ) � C1e��T + C2 + � supt2[0;T ℄fe�(t�T )Zx0(t)gand let � � 1=2 and � > 0. Then(3.12) Zx0(T ) � 2C1e��T + 2C2Proof. Multiplying the inequality (3.11) by e�T and taking the supremum supT2[0;s℄ ofthe both sides of the inequality we get after simple alulationssupT2[0;s℄fe�TZx0(T )g � C1 + C2e�s + � supT2[0;s℄fe�TZx0(T )gTaking into aount that � < 1=2 we getsupt2[0;T ℄fe�tZx0(t)g � 2C1 + 2C2e�TReplaing the last term in (3.11) by this estimate we obtain (3.12).The end of the proof of Theorem 3.2. Applying the result of Lemma 3.1 to the estimate(3.10) we will get for suÆiently small � > 0Zx0(T ) � C supx2
fe�2"jx�x0jju0(x)j4ge�2T + C�(jgj2; e�"jx�x0j)2Taking the square root of the both sides of the last inequality and taking x = x0 in theleft side of it we obtain the inequality (3.4). Theorem 3.2 is proved. �Corollary 3.1. Under the assumptions of the previous Theorem the following estimateis valid uniformly with respet to x0 2 
(3.13) ju(T; x0)j2 � Ce�T Zx2
 e�"jx�x0jku(0);
 \ B1xk20;1 dx+ C(jgj2; e�"jx�x0j)Indeed the estimate (3.13) is an immediate orollary of (3.4) and (1.21).Theorem 3.3. Let u be the solution of the problem (3.1) and let 0 < Æ < 2� r. Thenthe following estimate is valid uniformly with respet to x0 2 
(3.14) ku(T );
 \B1x0k22�Æ;2 � Ce�T �Zx2
 e�"jx�x0jku0;
 \B1xk22�Æ;2 dx ++ Zx2
 e�"jx�x0jku0;
 \B1xk20;1 dx+ �Zx2
 e�"jx�x0jku0;
 \ B1xk20;1 dx�K!++ C Zx2
 jg(x)j2e�"jx�x0j dx+ C �Zx2
 jg(x)j2e�"jx�x0j�KWhere K = K(r; p; Æ) = 2(p+2)2�r�Æ and  > 0, " > 0 are suÆiently small.Proof. Let us multiply the equation (3.1) by  x0(x), the same as in the proof of Theorem2.2 and denote vx0 =  x0u(3.15) �tvx0 ��xvx0 + �0vx0 = � x0f(u;rxu)� 2rx x0rxu��x x0u+ g � hx0(t)19



Then due to the estimate (2.17)(3.16) ku(T );
 \B1x0k22�Æ;2 � Ckvx0 ; Vx0k22�Æ;2 �� C1(kvx0(0); Vx0k22�Æ;2e�T + C2 Z T0 e(t�T )jt� T j�1+Æ=2khx0(t); Vx0k20;2 dtLet us estimate the right{hand side of (3.16). It follows from the de�nition of hx0 that(3.17) khx0 ; Vx0k20;2 � Ckf(u;rxu); Vx0k20;2 + Cku; Vx0k21;2 + kg; Vx0k20;2Due to the seond ondition of (3.2)(3.18) kf(u;rxu); Vx0k20;2 � C �ku; Vx0k20;1 + ku; Vx0k2(p+1)0;1 � �ku; Vx0k2r1;2r + 1�Using the interpolation inequality (see [34℄) we obtain that(3.19) ku; Vx0k1;2r � Cku; Vx0k1��0;1ku; Vx0k�2�Æ;2where � = 12�Æ 2 (0; 1). It follows from the ondition Æ < 2� r that 2r� < 2. Hene(3.20) kf(u;rxu); Vx0k20;2 �� C�ku; Vx0k20;1 + C� �ku; Vx0k2(p+1)0;1 ku; Vx0k2r(1��)0;1 � 11�r� + �ku; Vx0k22�Æ;2 �� C� �ku; Vx0k20;1 + ku; Vx0k2K0;1�+ �ku; Vx0k22�Æ;2Here � > 0 is an arbitrary positive number. Indeed2(p+ 1 + r(1� �))1� r� = 2r(p+ 1 + r(1� �))2� r � Æ < 2KUsing the estimates (3.17){(3.20) we obtain from (3.16) that(3.21) ku(T );
 \B1x0k22�Æ;2 � C1kvx0(0); Vx0k22�Æ;2e�T++ C� Z T0 e(t�T )jt� T j�1+Æ=2 �ku(t); Vx0k20;1 + ku(t); Vx0k2K0;1� dt++ � Z T0 e(t�T )jt� T j�1+Æ=2ku(t); Vx0k22�Æ;2 dtApplying the estimate (3.13) to the right-hand side of the inequality (3.21) and usingthe evident inequalityZ T0 e(t�T )jt� T j�1+Æ=2e�1t dt � Ce�1T ; 1 < we will haveku(T );
 \ B1x0k22�Æ;2 � C�e�1T�ku(0); Vx0k22�Æ;2+Zx2
e�"1jx�x0jku(0);
 \ B1xk20;1 dx+ �Zx2
e�"1jx�x0jku(0);
 \ B1xk20;1 dx�K!+ C� Zx2
 e�"1jx�x0jjg(x)j2dx+ �Zx2
 e�"1jx�x0jjg(x)j2dx�K!++ � Z T0 e(t�T )jt� T j�1+Æ=2ku(t); Vx0k22�Æ;2 dt20



for 1 <  and "1 small enough. Multiplying this estimate by e�K"jx0�yj with K" <"1, integrating over x0 2 
 and using the inequalities (1.22) we obtain after simplealulations that(3.22) Zx2
 e�K"jy�xjku(T );
 \B1xk22�Æ;2 dx �� C�e�1T �Z
 e�K"jx�yjku(0); Vxk22�Æ;2 dx+Zx2
 e�"jx�yjku(0);
 \ B1xk20;1 dx+ �Zx2
 e�"jx�yjku(0);
 \B1xk20;1 dx�K!+ C� Zx2
 e�"jx�yjjg(x)j2dx+ �Zx2
 e�"jx�yjjg(x)j2dx�K!++ � Z T0 e(t�T )jt� T j�1+Æ=2 Zx2
 e�K"jx�yjku(t); Vxk22�Æ;2 dx dtLet us estimate the last integral into the right{hand side of inequality (3.22). It followsfrom the inequality (1.16) that uniformly with respet to x 2 
,(3.23) ku; Vxk22�Æ;2 � C Zz2Vx ku;
 \B1zk22�Æ;2 dzMultiplying the estimate (3.23) by e�K"jy�xj and integrating over x 2 
 we obtain dueto Theorem 1.2 (with u(z) := ku;
 \B1zk2�Æ;2, p = 2 and � = e�K"jx�yj), that(3.24) Zx2
 e�K"jy�xjku; Vxk22�Æ;2 dx � C Zx2
 e�K"jy�xjku;
 \ B1xk22�Æ;2 dxReplaing the last integral in the right{hand side of (3.22) by the estimates (3.24) and(2.24) and using Lemma 3.1 withZy(T ) = Zx2
 e�K"jy�xjku(T );
 \B1xk22�Æ;2 dxwe obtain that for suÆiently small � > 0, " > 0 and  > 0(3.25) Z
 e�K"jy�xjku(T );
 \B1xk22�Æ;2 dx �� C1e�T �Z
 e�K"jx�yjku(0); Vxk22�Æ;2 dx+Zx2
 e�"jx�yjku(0);
 \ B1xk20;1 dx+ �Zx2
 e�"jx�yjku(0);
 \B1xk20;1 dx�K!+ C2 Zx2
 e�"jx�yjjg(x)j2dx+�Zx2
 e�"jx�yjjg(x)j2dx�K!uniformly with respet to y 2 
.It is not diÆult to prove using (3.23) that(3.26) ku(T );
 \B1yk22�Æ;2 � C Z
 e�K"jy�xjku(T );
 \ B1xk22�Æ;2 dxuniformly with respet to y 2 
. The estimate (3.14) follows from the estimates (3.25)and (3.26). Theorem 3.3 is proved. � 21



Corollary 3.2. Let u be the solution of (3.1) and let the assumptions of previous The-orem be valid. Then(3.27) kf(u(T );rxu(T ));
 \B1x0k20;2 �� Ce�T �Zx2
 e�"jx�x0jku0;
 \ B1xk22�Æ;2 dx+Zx2
 e�"jx�x0jku(0);
 \ B1xk20;1 dx+ �Zx2
 e�"jx�x0jku(0);
 \ B1xk20;1 dx�K!+ C2 Zx2
 e�"jx�x0jjg(x)j2dx+�Zx2
 e�"jx�x0jjg(x)j2dx�K!Indeed (3.27) follows from the estimates (3.20), (3.14) and (3.13).Corollary 3.3. Let u be the solution of (3.1) and let the assumptions of previous The-orem be valid. Then u 2 C1�Æ=2(R; L2f"g(
)) and(3.28) kuk2C1�Æ=2([T;T+1℄;L2(
\B1x0 )) �� Ce�T �Zx2
 e"jx�x0jku0;
 \ B1xk22�Æ;2 dx+Zx2
 e�"jx�x0jku(0);
 \ B1xk20;1 dx+ �Zx2
 e�"jx�x0jku(0);
 \ B1xk20;1 dx�K!+ C2 Zx2
 e�"jx�x0jjg(x)j2dx+�Zx2
 e�"jx�x0jjg(x)j2dx�K!Indeed, let us rewrite the equation (3.1) in the form(3.29) �tu��xu+ �0u = �f(u;rxu) + gThe equation (3.29) has the view (2.1) with the right{hand side f(u;rxu) + g Thus,applying Theorem 2.3 (the assertion(2.14) and the estimate (2.15)) to the equation(3.29) and taking into aount the estimate (3.27) we easily obtain all of the assertionsof Corollary 3.3. �Corollary 3.4. Let u be a solution of (3.1) and suppose that the assumptions of The-orem 3.3 hold. Then for every �xed 0 < Æ1 < Æ, " > 0 and arbitrary T � 1(3.30) u 2 C([T; T + 1℄;W 2�Æ1;2f"g (
)) \ C1�Æ1=2([T; T + 1℄; L2f"g(
))and the following estimate is valid(3.31) kuk2C([T;T+1℄;W 2�Æ1;2(
\B1x0 )) + kuk2C1�Æ1=2([T;T+1℄;L2(
\B1x0 )) �� C1e�T �Zx2
 e"jx�x0jku0;
 \B1xk22�Æ;2 dx+Zx2
 e�"jx�x0jku(0);
 \ B1xk20;1 dx+ �Zx2
 e�"jx�x0jku(0);
 \ B1xk20;1 dx�K!+ C2 Zx2
 e�"jx�x0jjg(x)j2dx+�Zx2
 e�"jx�x0jjg(x)j2dx�K!22



where the onstants C1 = C1(Æ1) and C2(Æ1) are independent of x0 and T � 1.Indeed, introdue the funtion w(t) = (t� T + 1)u(t). Then(3.32) � �tw ��xw + �0w = (t� T + 1)g � (t� T + 1)f(u;rxu) + u � h(t)w��t=T�1 = 0; w���
 = 0Note, that the equation (3.32) has the form of (2.1) and due to (3.14) and (3.27) theright-hand side h 2 C([T �1; T +1℄; L2f"g(
)). Applying Theorem 2.3 (with Æ = Æ1) andusing the estimates (3.14) and (3.27) we obtain the estimate (3.31) and the assertion(3.30). � x4 The nonlinear equation. Existene of solutions.In this Setion we prove the existene of solutions for the problem (3.1). To thisend we prove �rst the existene of solutions for the problem (3.1) in a smooth boundeddomain 
 and after that by approximating the initial unbounded domain by boundedones, we extend this result to every domain whih satis�es (1.8) and (1.9).Theorem 4.1. Let 
 be a smooth bounded domain in R3 and let u0 2 W 2�Æ;2(
) \fu0���
 = 0g, Æ < minf1=2; 2� rg, where r was de�ned by (0.2). Then for any T > 0there exists at least one solution(4.1) u 2W � C1�Æ=2([0; T ℄; L2(
)) \ C([0; T ℄;W 2�Æ;2(
) \W 1;20 (
))of the problem (3.1)Proof. Let P be the inverse operator of the paraboli operator(4.2) Lu = �tu��xu+ �0u ; u��t=0 = 0; u���
 = 0Then, due to Lemma 2.1,(4.2) P = L�1 : C([0; T ℄; L2(
))!W for every Æ > 0Let us introdue the funtion w(t) = et(�x��0)u0 as the solution of linear homogeneousparaboli problem. Then Lemma 2.1 implies that w 2W andsupt2[0;T ℄kw(t);
k2�Æ;2 + kwkC1�Æ=2([0;T ℄;L2(
)) � Cku0;
k2�Æ;2We rewrite the equation (3.1) with respet to a new variable v(t) = u(t)�w(t) and applythe operator P to both sides of the obtained equation. After these transformations weget the following equation in the spae W(4.3) v + F (v) = h ; v 2WHere h = Pg 2W and the nonlinear operator F is given by the following expression(4.4) F (v) = �Pf(v + w;rxv +rxw) :W !W:23



We are going to apply the Leray{Shauder �xed{point priniple (see [30℄, [37℄) to theequation (4.3). First we hek that the operator F is ompat. Indeed, let �k 2 W besome bounded sequene in W . Then due to the ompatness of embedding(4.5) W �� C([0; T ℄;W 2�Æ��;2(
)) for every � > 0and due to the Sobolev embedding theorem W�;2 � C if � > 3=2 and W 2�Æ��;2 �W 1;2r for suÆiently small � > 0 (here r the same as in the ondition (3.2)), we ansuppose without loss of generality that the sequene (�k;rx�k)! (�;rx�) in the spaeC([0; T ℄; C(
)� L2r(
)). But due to the onditions (3.2) the Nemitskij operatorf(u; v) : C([0; T ℄; C(
)� L2r(
))! C([0; T ℄; L2(
))is ontinuous (see [23℄). Hene the sequenef(�k + w;rx�k +rxw)! f(� + w;rx� +rxw)in the spae C([0; T ℄; L2(
)). Thus F (�k)! F (�) inW and onsequently F is ompat.Due to the Leray{Shauder priniple it is suÆient to prove now that for a suÆientlylarge ball B in the spae W(4.6) v + sF (v) 6= h for s 2 [0; 1℄, v 2 �B:Let us prove (4.6). Indeed let us suppose that (4.6) is not valid for some s = s0 2 [0; 1℄.Then denoting u = v + w we obtain that(4.7) � �tu��xu+ �0u+ s0f(u;rxu) = gu��t=0 = u0 ; u���
 = 0The equation (4.7) has the form of (3.1). Then due to Theorem 3.3 and Corollary 3.3,kukW � C(u0) uniformly with respet to s0 2 [0; 1℄. Hene for a suÆiently large ballin W the inequality (4.6) is valid.Thus due to the Leray{Shauder �xed{point priniple, the equation (4.3) has at leastone solution v 2W . Theorem 4.1 is proved. �Theorem 4.2. Let 
 satisfy the onditions (1.8){ (1.9) and the nonlinear termf(u;rxu) { onditions (3.2). Let us suppose also that u0 2 \">0 2 W 2�Æ;2f"g (
) forsome Æ < minf1=2; 2� rg, u0���
 = 0 and g 2 \">0L2f"g(
). Then the problem (3.1) hasat least one solution(4.8) u 2 \">0 nC([0; T ℄;W 2�Æ;2f"g (
)) \ C1�Æ=2([0; T ℄; L2f"g(
))oProof. Let 
N , N = 1; 2; � � � be a sequene of smooth bounded domains whih satis�esthe onditions (1.8) and (1.9) uniformly with respet to N 2 N and suh that(4.9) � 
N � 
N+1 � 
 ; 
 = [1N=1
N
 \BN0 � 
N � 
 \ BN+10It is not diÆult to hek that suh a sequene exists.24



Let us introdue the sequene of ut{o� funtions  N (x) 2 C10 (R3) suh that N (x) = 1 if x 2 BN�10 and  N (x) = 0 if x =2 BN0 and k NkC2 � CLet uN be a solution of the following problem(4.10) � �tuN ��xuN + �0uN + f(uN ;rxuN ) = guN ���
N = 0 ; uN ��t=0 =  Nu0Sine the onditions (1.8) and (1.9) holds for 
N uniformly with respet to N 2 Nthen (due to Theorem 3.3 and Corollary 3.3) the estimates (3.14) and (3.28) with ureplaed by uN are also valid uniformly with respet to N 2 N . Thus, for every M 2 Nthe sequene uN ��
\BM0 , N �M is bounded in the spae(4.11) C1�Æ=2([0; T ℄; L2(
 \ BM0 )) \ C([0; T ℄;W 2�Æ;2(
 \ BM0 ))Let us extrat from the sequene uN a subsequene (whih we denote by uN also forsimpliity) onverging �-weakly to u in L1([0; T ℄;W 2�Æ;2(
 \ BM0 )) for every M 2 N(it is possible to do using the Cantor diagonal proedure). Hene due to the embedding(4.5) we obtain as in the previous Theorem that(4.12) � uN ! u strongly in C([0; T ℄� 
 \BM0 ) \ C([0; T ℄;W 1;2(
 \ BM0 ))f(uN ;rxuN )! f(u;rxu) strongly in C([0; T ℄; L2(
 \BM0 ))The assertions (4.12) imply immediately that the funtion u satis�es the equation (3.1).So it remains to prove that (4.8) holds. To this end we prove that uN ! u strongly inthe spae (4.11). Indeed(4.13) �t( MuN )��x( MuN ) = hM (uN ) � � Mf(uN ;�xuN )�� 2rx MrxuN ��x MuN � �0 MuN +  Mg;  MuN ���
M = 0It follows from (4.12) that hM (uN )! hM (u) in C([0; T ℄; L2(
M )) onsequently due tothe regularity theorem, applied to the linear problem (4.13), uN ! u strongly in thespae (4.11).Passing to the limit N ! 1 in the estimates (3.14) and (3.28) (with u replaed byuN ) we obtain that the limit funtion u also satis�es these estimates. Moreover weobtain also that u belongs to the spae (4.11) for every M > 0. Let us �x a suÆientlysmall � > 0, multiply the estimates (3.14) and (3.28) by e��jx0j and integrate overx0 2 
. Then using our assumptions on u0 and g and the estimate (1.3) we obtain asin the proof of Corollaries 2.1 and 2.2 thatu 2 L1([0; T ℄;W 2�Æ;2f�g (
)) \ C1�Æ=2([0; T ℄; L2f�g(
))The ontinuity of u (u 2 C([0; T ℄;W 2�Æ;2f�g )) an be proved using the 'tail estimates' (1.4)and Theorem 1.3. Thus, (4.8) holds and onsequently u is a solution of the problem(3.1). Theorem 4.2 is proved. � 25



x5 The nonlinear equation. Uniqueness ofsolutions. Differentiability with respet to u0.In this Setion we study the uniqueness problem for equation (0.1). We require thenonlinear term to satisfy (3.2) and the assumptions(5.1) 8><>: 1: f 2 C1(Rk � R3k ; Rk )2: jf 0u(u;rxu)j � C(1 + jujp)(1 + jrxujr), where r < 23: jf 0rxu(u;rxu)j � C(1 + jujp+1)(1 + jrxujr�1)Note that under these assumptions we an prove the uniqueness only in the ase wherethe right-hand side g and the initial value u0 are bounded with respet to jxj ! 1 (seeRemark 5.1).Theorem 5.1. Let the nonlinear term satisfy the assumptions (3.2) and (5.1) and letthe initial data u0 2 W 2�Æ;2b (
) for some Æ < minf1r � 12 ; 12g (see De�nition 1.2) andu0���
 = 0. Suppose also that the right{hand side g 2 L2b(
). Then the problem (3.1)has a unique solution in the lass \f">0gC(R+ ;W 2�Æ;2f"g (
)).Proof. Let u1; u2 be two solutions of (3.1). Then applying supx02
 to both sides of(3.14) and using the boundedness of the initial ondition u0 and the right{hand side gand the estimate (1.24) we obtain that(5.2) kui(T );
k2b;2�Æ;2 � C(ku0;
k2b;2�Æ;2 + ku0;
k2Kb;2�Æ;2)e��T++ C(kg;
k2b;0;2+ kg;
k2Kb;0;2)for i=1,2. Thus, under our assumptions, all solutions are also bounded with respet tojxj ! 1.Let v(t) = u2(t)� u1(t). Then(5.3) ( �tv ��xv + �0v = �bL1(t; x)v � bL2(t; x)rxvv��t=0 = u2(0)� u1(0); v���
 = 0Here(5.4) ( bL1(t; x) = R 10 f 0u(u1 + �v;rxu1 + �rxv) d�bL2(t; x) = R 10 f 0rxu(u1 + �v;rxu1 + �rxv) d�It follows from the ondition (5.1) that(5.5) ( jbL1(t)j � C(1 + ju(t)jp + jrxu(t)jr + ju(t)jpjrxu(t)jr)jbL2(t)j � C(1 + ju(t)jp+1 + jrxu(t)jr�1 + ju(t)jp+1jrxu(t)jr�1)We denote here by ju(t)jp = ju1(t)jp + ju2(t)jp, jrxu(t)jr = jrxu1(t)jr + jrxu2(t)jr.After multiplying the equation (5.3) by v in the spae L2f"g(
)k for suÆiently small" > 0 we obtain after simple transformations(5.6) �tkv(t)k2f"g;0;2 + kv(t)k2f"g;1;2 + �0kv(t)k2f"g;0;2++ DbL1v; vEf"g + DbL2rxv; vEf"g � 026



Let's estimate the two nonlinear terms in (5.6) separately.It follows from the estimate (5.2) and Sobolev's embedding theorem thatjui(t; x)j � C for all t 2 [0; T ℄, x 2 
. Hene(5.7) I1(t) � j hL1 v; vif"g j � C(hv; vif"g + hjujpv; vif"g++ hjrxujrv; vif"g + hjujpjrxujrv; vif"g) �� C1(kv(t);
k2f"g;0;2+ hjrxujrv; vif"g)Let us estimate the last integral at the right{hand side of (5.7). To this end we use atrik based on (1.10), Holder inequality and embedding Theorem W 1;2 � L6. Indeed,(5.8) hjrxujrv; vif"g � C Z
 e�"jx0jkv � v � jrxujr; Vx0k0;1 dx0 �� C1ku;
krb;1;3r Z
 e�"jx0jkv; Vx0k0;2kv; Vx0k0;6 dx0 �� C�ku;
krb;1;3r Z
 e�"jx0jkv; Vx0k20;2 dx0++ �ku;
krb;1;3r Z
 e�"jx0jkv; Vx0k21;2 dx0 �� C�ku;
krb;1;3rkv(t);
k2f"g;0;2+ �ku;
krb;1;3rkv(t);
k2f"g;1;2Taking into aount the ondition Æ < 1r � 12 and using the Sobolev embedding theoremand inequality (5.2) we obtain that(5.9) ku(t);
kb;1;3r � Cmaxfkui(t);
kb;2�Æ;2; i = 1; 2g � C1 for t 2 R+Hene(5.10) I1(t) � C�kv(t);
k2f"g;0;2 + �kv(t)k2f"g;1;2Analogously(5.11) I2(t) � DbL2rxv; vEf"g � C(hv;rxvif"g + 
jujp+1rxv; v�f"g++ 
jrxujr�1rxv; v�f"g + 
jujp+1jrxujr�1rxv; v�f"g) �� C�kv;
k2f"g;0;2 + �kv;
k2f"g;1;2 + C 
jrxu(t)jr�1rxv; v�f"gArguing as in (5.8) and using the interpolation inequality (see [34℄)(5.12) kv; Vx0k0;3 � Ckv; Vx0k1=2;2 � Ckv;
k1=20;2 kv;
k1=21;2we obtain using that 6(r � 1) < 3r(5.13) 
jrxujr�1v;rxv�f"g � C Z
 e�"jx0jk jvj � jrxvj � jrxujr�1; Vx0k0;1 dx0 �� C1ku;
kr�1b;1;6(r�1) Z
 e�"jx0jkv; Vx0k1;2kv; Vx0k0;3 dx0 �� C1ku;
kr�1b;1;3r Z
 e�"jx0jkv; Vx0k3=21;2 kv; Vx0k1=20;2 dx0 �� C� Z
 e�"jx0jkv; Vx0k20;2 dx0 + � Z
 e�"jx0jkv; Vx0k21;2 dx0 �� C�kv(t);
k2f"g;0;2 + �kv(t);
k2f"g;1;227



Hene(5.14) I2(t) � C�kv(t);
k2f"g;0;2+ �kv(t);
k2f"g;1;2Replae the integrals I1 and I2 in (5.6) by their estimates (5.10) and (5.14).(5.15) �tkv(t);
k2f"g;0;2+ �kv(t);
k2f"g;1;2 � Ckv(t);
k2f"g;0;2Applying the Gronwall inequality to (5.15) we obtain that v(t) � 0. Theorem 5.1 isproved. �Corollary 5.1. Let the onditions of Theorem 5.1 be valid and let u1(0); u2(0) 2W 2�Æ;2b (
). Then the following estimate is valid uniformly with respet to x0 2 
(5.16) ku1(T )� u2(T );
 \ B1x0k20;2 + Z T0 ku1(T )� u2(T );
 \B1x0k21;2 �� CeC1T (e�"jx�x0j; ju1(0)� u2(0)j2)Here the onstants C and C1 depend on kui(0);
kb;2�Æ;2The proof of the estimate is the same as the prove of Theorem 5.1 but instead ofmultiplying by ve�"jxj we should multiply the equation (5.3) by ve�"jx�x0j.Our main task now (after proving the uniqueness) is to establish some regularityproperties for the orresponding semigroup. They are formulated in the following propo-sitions.Proposition 5.1. Under the assumptions of previous Theorem the following estimateis valid:(5.17) ku1(T )� u2(T );
 \ B1x0k21;2 + Z T0 ku1(t)� u2(t);
 \B1x0k22;2 dt �� CeC1T Zx2
 e�"jx�x0jku1(0)� u2(0);
 \ B1xk21;2 dxHere the onstants C and C1 depends on kui(0);
kb;2�Æ;2 and " > 0 is suÆiently small.Proof. Applying the estimate (2.8) to the equation (5.3) we get(5.18) kv(T );
 \B1x0k21;2 + Z T0 kv(t);
 \B1x0k22;2 dt �� C Zx2
 e�"jx�x0jkv(0);
 \B1xk21;2 dx++ C Z T0 (jbL1(t)v(t)j2 + jbL2(t)rxv(t)j2; e�"jx�x0j) dtIt an be shown analogously with (5.8) and (5.13) using the Sobolev embedding theoremsW 3=2;2 � W 1;3 and W 2�Æ1;2 � C for Æ1 < 1=2 and the appropriate Holder inequalitythat there exists 1=2 > Æ1 > Æ suh that(5.19) (jbL1(t)v(t)j2 + jbL2(t)rxv(t)j2; e�"jx�x0j) �� Cku(t);
k2rb;2�Æ;2 Zx2
 e�"jx�x0jkv(t);
 \B1x0k22�Æ1;2 dx28



Indeed, let us estimate only the most ompliated term in the left-hand side of theinequality (5.19). The rest of the terms an be esimated analogouslyZ
 e�"jx�x0jjrxuj2(r�1)jrxvj2 dx �� C Z
 e�"jx�x0jk jrxuj2(r�1) � jrxvj2; Vxk0;1 dx �� C1 Z
 e�"jx�x0jku; Vxk2(r�1)1;6(r�1) � kv; Vxk21;3 dx �� C2ku;
k2(r�1)b;2�Æ;2 Z
 e�"jx�x0jkv; Vxk23=2;2 dxAording to the interpolation inequalityk � k2�Æ1;2 � Ck � k�2;2 � k � k1��0;2 � C�k � k20;2 + �k � k22;2we obtain that(5.20) Zx2
 e�"jx�x0jkv; Vxk22�Æ1;2 dx �� C� Zx2
 e�"jx�x0jkv;
 \ B1xk20;2 dx+ � Zx2
 e�"jx�x0jkv;
 \ B1xk22;2 dxReplaing the last integral on the right{hand side of the estimate (5.18) by the estimates(5.19) and (5.20) and using (5.2) and (5.16) we obtain after some alulations that(5.21) kv(T );
 \B1x0k21;2 + Z T0 kv(t);
 \B1x0k22;2 dt �� C�eC1T Zx2
 e�"jx�x0jkv(0);
 \B1xk21;2 dx++ � Z T0 Zx2
 e�"jx�x0jkv(t);
 \B1xk22;2 dx dtMultiplying the estimate (5.21) by e�"1jx0�yj, "1 < ", integrating over the x0 2 
 andarguing in the following as at the end of the proof of Theorem 3.3 we get the inequality(5.17). Proposition 5.1 is proved.Proposition 5.2. Under the assumptions of the previous theorem the following esti-mate is valid(5.22) ku1(T )� u2(T );
 \ B1x0k22�Æ;2 + ku1 � u2k2C1�Æ=2([0;T ℄;L2(
\B1x0 )) �� CeC1T Zx2
 e�"jx�x0jku1(0)� u2(0);
 \ B1xk22�Æ;2 dxThe proof of Proposition 5.2 is analogous to the prove of Proposition 5.1 only insteadof the estimate (2.8) we use the estimate (2.15) and the interpolation inequalitykv;
 \B1xk22�Æ1;2 � C�kv;
 \B1xk20;2 + �kv;
 \B1xk22�Æ;2on the right hand side of the inequality (5.19).We will need the smoothing property below for the equation (3.1) in the followingform. 29



Proposition 5.3. Under the assumptions of the previous theorem the following esti-mate is valid:(5.23) ku1(T )� u2(T );
 \ B1x0k22�Æ;2 + ku1 � u2k2C1�Æ=2([0;T ℄;L2(
\B1x0 )) �� 1T 2CeC1T Zx2
 e�"jx�x0jku1(0)� u2(0);
 \ B1xk20;2 dxfor T > 0.Proof. Let us denote w(t) = tv(t) = t(u1(t)� u2(t)) then(5.24) �tw ��xw � bL1(t)w � bL2(t)rxw + �0w = v(t); w��t=0 = 0The equation (5.24) has the form of (5.3) with the right{hand side v 2 C([0; T ℄; L2)hene arguing as in the prove of Proposition 5.2 we obtain the estimate(5.25) kw(T );
 \B1x0k22�Æ;2 + kwkC1�Æ=2([T;T+1℄;L2(
\B1x0 )) �� C Z T0 e�0(t�T )jt� T j�1+Æ=2(jv(t)j2; e�"jx�x0j)Estimating the last term in (5.25) by the inequality (5.16) we obtain the assertion ofthe Proposition.Remark 5.1. Note that we annot guarantee the uniqueness in the lass of solutionsgrowing when jxj ! 1. Indeed, let us onsider the linear paraboli equation in R3 inthe simplest form(5.26) �tv = �xv; v��t=0 = 0It is known (see for instane [24℄), that the problem (5.26) has a nontrivial solutionv(t; x) with the rate of growth when jxj ! 1 not exeeding ejxj3. Making the hange ofvariables � = e�jxj4v we obtain the equation(5.27) �t� = �x� +K1(x)� +K2(x)rx�; �(0) = 0where the oeÆients K1 and K2 have a polynomial rate of growth as jxj ! 1.This example shows that the uniqueness an be lost (even in the lass of boundedsolutions) when the oeÆients growth polynomially at jxj ! 1. It remains to notethat the equation (5.27) is very similar to the lass of equations of variation whih weobtain from our nonlinear equation when solutions u with polynomial growth as jxj ! 1are admitted.We mention now that if the nonlinear funtion does not depend on rxu and satis�esthe following ondition(5.28) � 1: f(u;rxu) � f(u) 2 C1(Rk ;Rk )2: f 0(u) � �C 8u 2 Rkwe have uniqueness without the requirement kg;
k0;2;b <1.30



Proposition 5.4. Let the onditions (5.28) be valid. Then the problem (3.1) has aunique solution in lass (4.8) and the estimate (5.16) is valid for the solutions ui fromthe lass (4.8). Moreover, the onstants C;C1 in it are independent of ui.The proof of this Proposition is analogous to the prove of Theorem 5.1 but simplerbeause in our ase bL2 � 0 and the term with bL1 possesses the following estimateDbL1v; vEf"g � �Ckv;
k2f"g;0;2Hene the inequality (5.15) follows immediately from this inequality and inequality (5.6)and C does not depend on ui. Proposition 5.4 is proved. �We onlude this Setion by onsidering the problem of di�erentiability with respetto the initial data for the solutions of (3.1) under the assumptions of Theorem 5.1.Let us onsider �rst the (formal) equation of variation for the problem.(5.29) ( �tw ��xw + �0w + f 0u(u1;rxu1)w + f 0rxu(u1;rxu1)rxw = 0w��t=0 = w0 ; w���
 = 0Here u1(t) is a solution of the problem (3.1).Lemma 5.1. Let u1(0) 2W 2�Æ;2b and w0 2 \">0L2f"g(
). Then there exists the uniquesolution of the problem (5.29) whih satis�es (2.2) for any "1 > 0 and the followingestimate is valid:(5.30) kw(T );
 \B1x0k20;2 + Z T+1T kw(T );
 \ B1x0k21;2 � � CeC1T (e�"jx�x0j; jw0j2)where the onstants C and C1 depend only on ku1(0);
k2�Æ;2;b.Indeed the equation (5.29) has the form of (5.3), so the estimate (5.30) an be provedin the same way as the estimate (5.16). The existene of the solution an be deduedfrom the a priori estimates (5.30) in a standard way.Theorem 5.2. Let the nonlinear term f(u;rxu) satisfy the following additional on-ditions:(5.31) jf 0u(p1; q1)� f 0u(p2; q2)j �� Q(jp1j+ jp2j) (1 + jq1jr + jq2jr) �jp1 � p2j� + jq1 � q2j��(5.32) jf 0rxu(p1; q1)� f 0rxu(p2; q2)j �� Q(jp1j+ jp2j) �1 + jq1jr�1 + jq2jr�1� �jp1 � p2j� + jq1 � q2j��for any p1; p2 2 Rk , q1; q2 2 R3k , some �xed 0 < � � 1 and for a ertain monotonifuntion Q. Let us suppose also that u2(t) and u1(t) are two solutions of the problem(3.1) whih satisfy the onditions of Theorem 5.1 and let w(t) be the solution of theproblem (5.29) with the initial ondition w0 = u2(0)�u1(0). Then the following estimateis valid uniformly with respet to x0 2 R:(5.33) ku2(T )� u1(T )� w(T );
 \B1x0k20;2 �� CeC1T �ju1(0)� u2(0)j2; e�"jx�x0j�1+�31



for suÆiently small " > 0 and C1, C2 depending only on kui(0);
k2�Æ;2;b .Proof. Let us denote by L1(t) = fu(u1(t);rxu1(t)), L2(t) = frxu(u1(t);rxu1(t)) and�(t) = u2(t)� u1(t)� w(t). Then the funtion � satis�es the following equation(5.34) �t� ��x� + �0� + L1(t)� + L2(t)rx� == (L1(t)� bL1(t))v + (L2(t)� bL2(t))rxv ; �(0) = 0where bL1 and bL2 are de�ned by (5.4).It an be easily obtained using the onditions (5.31) and (5.32) and inequalities (5.2)that(5.35) ( jL1(t)� bL1(t)j � C(1 + jrxu1(t)jr + jrxu2(t)jr) �jvj� + jrxvj��jL2(t)� bL2(t)j � C(1 + jrxu1(t)jr�1 + jrxu2(t)jr�1) �jvj� + jrxvj��where the onstant C depends only on ku;
k2�Æ;2;b.Let us multiply the equation (5.34) by e�"jx�x0j� and integrate over x 2 
. Then weget(5.36) �t(j�(t)j2; e�"jx�x0j) + �jrx�(t)j2; e�"jx�x0j�+ �0 �j�j2; e�"jx�x0j� �� �jL1(t)j � j�(t)j2; e�"jx�x0j�+ �jL2(t)j � jrx�(t)j � j�(t)j; e�"jx�x0j�+�jL1(t)� bL1(t)jjv(t)jj�(t)j; e�"jx�x0j�+ �jL2(t)� bL2(t)jjrxv(t)jj�(t)j; e�"jx�x0j�Arguing as in the proof of Theorem 5.1 we obtain the following estimates for the �rsttwo terms of the right{hand side of (5.36)(5.37) �jL1(t)j � j�(t)j2; e�"jx�x0j�+ �jL2(t)jjrx�(t)jj�(t)j; e�"jx�x0j�� C� �j�(t)j2; e�"jx�x0j�+ ��jrx�(t)j2; e�"jx�x0j�for an arbitrary positive �. Let us estimate the other two terms. Due to the inequality(5.35) we get(5.38) �jL2(t)� bL2(t)jjrxv(t)jj�(t)j; e�"jx�x0j� �� C Zx2
 e�"jx�x0j(jrxujr�1 + 1)(jvj� + jrxvj�)jrxvjj�j dxLet us estimate the most ompliated term in the right{hand side of (5.38) using Holderinequality with the exponents 6, 2=(1 + �) and l (1=l = 1=3� �=2), the estimate (5.9),the fat that l(r � 1) � 6(r � 1) < 3r if � � 1 and Sobolev embedding W 1;2 � L6.32



Indeed,(5.39) Z T0 �jrxu(t)jr�1jrxv(t)j1+�; j�(t)je�"jx�x0j� dt �� C Zx2
 e�"jx�x0j Z T0 k jrxv(t)j1+�jrxu(t)jr�1 j�(t)j; Vxk0;1 dt dx �� C1 supt2[0;T ℄fku;
kr�1b;1;l(r�1)g�Zx2
 e�"jx�x0j Z T0 k�(t); Vxk21;2 dt!1=2 Z T0 kv(t); Vxk21;2 dt!(1+�)=2 dx �� C� Zx2
 e�"jx�x0j Z T0 kv(t); Vxk21;2 dt!1+� dx++ � Z T0 Zx2
 e�"jx�x0jk�; Vxk21;2 dx dtUsing the estimate (5.16) and the estimate (1.3) we getZx2
 e�"jx�x0j Z T0 kv(t); Vxk21;2 dt!(1+�) dx �� CeC1T �ju1(0)� u2(0)j2; e�"1jx�x0j�1+�where "1 = "1+� . Thus,Z T0 �jrxu(t)jr�1jrxv(t)j1+�; j�(t)je�"jx�x0j� dt �� C�eC1T �ju1(0)� u2(0)j2; e�"1jx�x0j�1+� + � Z T0 �jrx�(t)j2; e�"jx�x0j� dtEstimating the rest of the terms in the expression (5.38) in the same way we will get(5.40) Z T0 �jL2(t)� bL2(t)jjrxv(t)jj�(t)j; e�"jx�x0j� dt �� C�eC1T �ju1(0)� u2(0)j2; e�"1jx�x0j�1+� + � Z T0 �jrx�(t)j2; e�"jx�x0j� dtThe third term in the right{hand side of (5.36) an be estimated analogously(5.41) Z T0 �jL1(t)� bL1(t)jjv(t)jj�(t)j; e�"jx�x0j� dt �� C�eC1T �ju1(0)� u2(0)j2; e�"1jx�x0j�1+� + � Z T0 �jrx�(t)j2; e�"jx�x0j� dtIntegrating the inequality (5.36) over t 2 [0; T ℄ and replaing the right{hand side ofit by the estimates (5.37),(5.40) and (5.41) for suÆiently small � > 0 we obtain theestimate (5.33). Theorem 5.2 is proved. 33



Proposition 5.5. Under the assumptions of the previous theorem the following esti-mate is valid(5.42) ku1(T )� u2(T )� w(T )k2�Æ;2 �� CeC1T �Zx2
 e�"jx�x0jku1(0)� u2(0); B1xk22�Æ;2 dx�1+�Where the onstants C and C1 depends only on kui(0);
k2�Æ;2;b.The proof of this Proposition is analogous to the proof of Propositions 5.1 and 5.2only instead of the estimate (5.16) we should use the estimate (5.33).Part 2. The attrators.This part of the paper is devoted to a study of the long-time behaviour of solutionsof (0.1) in weighted Sobolev spaes.The attrators Ah�i of the problem (0.1) in the sale of weighted Sobolev spaesW s;ph�iare onstruted in Setion 6.In Setion 7 we present a new onstrution of the in�nite dimensional unstable man-ifold whih does not require hyperboliity of the orresponding equilibrium point.This onstrution allows us to onstrut in Setion 8 a large number of equations ofthe form (0.1) whih possess the in�nite dimensional attrators.The �nite dimensionality of the attrators in the ase where � � 0 will be proved inSetion 9.x6 Attrators of the nonlinear equation in weighted Sobolev spaes.In this Setion we obtain the existene of the attrator for the equation (3.1) inweighted Sobolev spaes. Following the tradition we restrit ourselves by onsideringonly the ase of power weighted Sobolev spaes W s;ph�i and onsequently we suppose that(6.1) g 2 L2h�i(
) for a some � 2 RDe�nition 6.1. Let us de�ne the phase spae for the problem (3.1) by the followingexpression(6.2) �h�i(
) =W 2�Æ;2h�i (
) \ fu0���
 = 0g if � � 0and(6.3) �h�i(
) = Ch�=2i(
) \ L(2;1)f�g (
) \W 2�Æ;2hK�i (
) \ fu0���
 = 0g if � < 0Here the onstant Æ > 0 and K � 1 were de�ned in Theorem 3.3.Note that all results of this Setion an be straightforwardly extended to the aseg 2 L2�(
) for any weight funtion � with the rate of growth � if � is small enough.The phase spae �� in this ase is given by��(
) = C�=2(
) \ L(2;1)� (
) \W 2�Æ;2b� (
) \ fu0���
 = 0gwith b�(x) = minf�(x); �(x)Kg. But for simpliity we onsider below only the asewhere �(x) � �h�i(x) = (1 + jxj2)�=2. 34



Theorem 6.1. Let the onditions of Theorem 3.3 hold, (6.1) be valid and u0 2 �h�i(
)for some � 2 R. Then any solution u of the problem (3.1) satis�ed (4.8) belongs to thespae Cb(R+ ;�h�i(
)) and the following estimate is valid for some  > 0(6.4) ku(T );
k2� � C(ku(0);
k2� + ku(0);
k2K� )e�T++ C(kg;
k2h�i;0;2 + kg;
k2Kh�i;0;2)Moreover the following estimate holds uniformly with respet to R!1 for some �;  >0(6.5) ku(T );
 \ fjxj > Rgk2� � C(ku(0);
k2� + ku(0);
k2K� )e�T��R++ C(ku(0);
 \ fjxj > R=2gk2� + ku(0);
 \ fjxj > R=2gk2K� )e�T++ C1(kg;
k2h�i;0;2 + kg;
k2Kh�i;0;2)e��R++ C2(kg;
 \ fjxj > R=2gk2h�i;0;2 + kg;
 \ fjxj > R=2gk2Kh�i;0;2)Proof. Let us suppose �rst that � < 0. Then multiplying the estimate (3.4) by �h�i(x0)and taking sup
 of both sides of the obtained inequality we will havesupx02
f�h�i(x0)ju(T; x0)j2g �� C supx02
��h�i(x0) supx2
fe�"jx�x0jju(0; x)j2g� e�T++ C supx02
f�h�i(x0)(jgj2; e�"jx�x0j)gApplying the estimates (1.6) and (1.3) with q = 1 to the obtained inequality we willhave ku(T )k2Ch�=2i(
) � Cku(0)k2Ch�=2i(
)e�T + Ckgk2L2h�i(
)whih oinides with the part of (6.4) for the Ch�=2i{norm.Analogously, multiplying the estimate (3.13) by �h�i(x0) integrating over 
 and usingthe estimate (1.3) we obtain the part of (6.4) for the L(2;1)h�i {norm.Multiplying the estimate (3.14) by �h�i(x0)K , integrating over 
 and using the evi-dent inequality �h�i � �Kh�i (sine � < 0) we will haveZx02
 �h�i(x0)Kku(T );
 \B1x0k22�Æ;2 dx0 �� Ce�T �Zx02
 �hK�i(x0) Zx2
 e�"jx�x0jku0;
 \ B1xk22�Æ;2 dx dx0++ Zx02
 �h�i(x0) Zx2
 e�"jx�x0jku0;
 \ B1xk20;1 dx dx0++ Zx02
 �h�i(x0)K �Zx2
 e�"jx�x0jku0;
 \B1xk20;1 dx�K dx0! e�T++ C Zx02
 �h�i(x0) Zx2
 jg(x)j2e�"jx�x0jdx dx0++ C Zx02
 �h�i(x0)K �Zx2
 jg(x)j2e�"jx�x0jdx�K dx035



Applying the estimate (1.3) to this inequality we obtainku(T );
k2hK�i;2�Æ;2 �� Ce�T �ku(0);
k2hK�i;2�Æ;2 + ku(0);
k2h�i;(2;1) + ku(0);
k2Kh�i;(2;1)�++ C1 �kg;
k2h�i;0;2 + kg;
k2Kh�i;0;2�whih oinides with the W 2�Æ;2hK�i -part of the estimate (6.4). Thus, the estimate (6.4) isproved when � < 0.Let us suppose now that � � 0. In this ase �h�i � �Kh�i = �hK�i hene we ouldmultiply the inequality (3.14) by �h�i(x0) and integrate over 
. Then after using theestimates (1.3) and Sobolev embedding theorem W 2�Æ;2 � C we obtain the inequality(6.4) for � � 0.The estimate (6.5) ould be proved analogously, only instead of integrating over 
we should integrate over 
 \ fjxj > Rg and use the estimates (1.4) and (1.7) instead of(1.3) and (1.6).Thus we proved that u 2 L1(R+ ;�h�i(
)).The ontinuity of u follows immediately from the ontinuity of u��
\BR0 for everyR > 0, the estimate (6.5) and the result of Theorem 1.3. Theorem 6.1 is proved. �Proposition 6.1. Let the onditions of the previous Theorem be valid. Thenu 2 C1�Æ=2(R+ ; L2hP�i(
)) where P = 1 for � � 0 and P = K for � < 0 and thefollowing estimate is valid:(6.6) kuk2C1�Æ=2([T;T+1℄;L2hP�i(
)) � C(ku(0);
k2� + ku(0);
k2K� )e�T++ C(kg;
k2h�i;0;2 + kg;
k2Kh�i;0;2)Moreover the following estimate is valid uniformly as R!1 for some �;  > 0(6.7) kuk2C1�Æ=2([T;T+1℄;L2hP�i(
\fjxj>Rg)) � C(ku(0);
k2�++ ku(0);
k2K� )e�T��R++ C(ku(0);
 \ fjxj > R=2gk2� + ku(0);
 \ fjxj > R=2gk2K� )e�T++ C1(kg;
k2h�i;0;2 + kg;
k2Kh�i;0;2)e��R++ C2(kg;
 \ fjxj > R=2gk2h�i;0;2 + kg;
 \ fjxj > R=2gk2Kh�i;0;2):The proof of this Proposition is analogous to the proof of Theorem 6.1, only insteadof the estimate (3.14) we should use its analogue for the C1�Æ=2([T; T + 1℄; L2){norm,obtained in Corollary 3.3.Now we are in position to study the long-time behaviour for the solutions of theproblem (3.1). As we mentioned in the previous Setion we do not have uniquenesswhen � < 0, in general. Therefore we will use the onept of a trajetory attratordeveloped in [10℄, [11℄, [35℄.De�nition 6.2. Let us de�ne the spae �+h�i by the following expression(6.8) �+h�i = �+h�i(R+ ;
) = Clo(R+ ;�h�i(
)) \ C1�Æ=2lo (R+ ; L2hP�i(
))36



where the onstant P is the same as in previous Proposition.Evidently the spae (6.8) is a metrizable F{spae and the system of seminorms in itis given by the following expression(6.9) ku; [T; T + 1℄;
k�+ � ku��[T;T+1℄k�+h�i([T;T+1℄;
); T 2 R+Here(6.10) �+h�i([T; T + 1℄;
) = C([T; T + 1℄;�h�i) \ C1�Æ=2([T; T + 1℄; L2hP�i(
))The following assertion is an immediate orollary of Theorem 6.1 and Proposition6.1Corollary 6.1. Let u be a solution and let the assumptions of Theorem 6.1 be valid.Then u 2 �+h�i and(6.11) ku; [T; T + 1℄;
k2�+ � C(ku(0);
k2� + ku(0);
k2K� )e�T++ C(kg;
k2h�i;0;2 + kg;
k2Kh�i;0;2):Moreover the following estimate is valid uniformly with respet to R ! 1 for some�;  > 0(6.12) ku; [T; T + 1℄;
 \ fjxj > Rgk2�+ �� C(ku(0);
k2� + ku(0);
k2K� )e�T��R++ C(ku(0);
 \ fjxj > R=2gk2� + ku(0);
 \ fjxj > R=2gk2K� )e�T++ C1(kg;
k2h�i;0;2 + kg;
k2Kh�i;0;2)e��R++ C2(kg;
 \ fjxj > R=2gk2h�i;0;2 + kg;
 \ fjxj > R=2gk2Kh�i;0;2)Indeed the estimates (6.11) and (6.12) follow immediately from the estimates (6.4){(6.7)Let us denote by K+h�i the set of all solutions of the problem (3.1) with an arbitraryinitial ondition u0 2 �h�i(
). We endow the set K+h�i by the topology indued by theembedding(6.13) K+h�i � �+h�iSine the equation (3.1) is translation invariant with respet to t then the semigroupfTs; s � 0g of positive shifts along the t axis ats in the spae K+h�i, i.e.(6.14) TsK+h�i � K+h�i ; s � 0 ; (Tsu)(t) � u(t+ s)De�nition 6.3. The attrator Atrh�iof the semigroup Ts ating in the metri spae K+h�iis alled the trajetory attrator of the equation (3.1), i.e. the set Atrh�i � K+h�i is thetrajetory attrator for the problem (3.1) if1. The set Atrh�i is ompat in K+h�i.2. The set Atrh�i is stritly invariant under the Ts{ation, i.e. TsAtrh�i = Atrh�i forevery s � 0.3. The set Atrh�i is an attrating set for the semigroup Ts, i.e. for every boundedsubset of solutions B � K+h�i and for every neighborhood O(Atrh�i) of the set Atrh�i thereexists the number S = S(B;O) suh that(6.15) TsB � O(Atrh�i) for every s � S37



Theorem 6.2. Let the onditions of Theorem 6.1 be valid. Then the equation (3.1)possesses the trajetory attrator in the spae �+h�i whih ould be represented in thefollowing form(6.16) Atrh�i = �+Kh�iwhere Kh�i means the set of all bounded solutions u 2 Cb(R;�h�i(
)) and �+ { therestrition operator to the semiaxis R+ .Proof. The proof of this Theorem is based on the theorem from [2℄, [20℄, [33℄ whihgives suÆient onditions for the existene of an attrator for abstrat semigroups. Toapply this theorem to our semigroup Ts we should hek the following onditions:1. The semigroup Ts : K+h�i ! K+h�i is ontinuous for every �xed s � 0.2. The semigroup Ts : K+h�i ! K+h�i possesses a ompat attrating set P in thespae �+h�i.3. The set K+h�i is losed in �+h�i.The ontinuity of Ts and loseness of K+h�i are evident. Thus it remains to verify onlythe existene of the ompat attrating set. To this end we need the following Lemma.Lemma 6.1. Let the above assumptions be valid. Thenu 2 C([T; T + 1℄;W 2�Æ=2hP�i (
)) \ C1�Æ=4([T; T + 1℄; L2hP�i(
)) �WT (
)for any T � 1. Here P is the same as in Proposition 6.1. Moreover, the followingestimate is valid(6.17) kuk2WT (
) � C3(ku(0);
k2� + ku(0);
k2K� )e�T++ C4(kg;
k2h�i;0;2 + kg;
k2Kh�i;0;2)The proof of this Lemma is the same as the proof of Theorem 6.1 only instead of theestimate (3.14) one should use the estimate (3.31).The end of the proof of Theorem 6.2. Let us de�ne the set(6.18) P1 = �u 2 �+h�i : ku; [T; T + 1℄;
 \ fjxj > Rgk2�+ �� 2M2C1(kg;
k2h�i;0;2 + kg;
k2Kh�i;0;2)e��R++ 2M2C2(kg;
 \ fjxj > R=2gk2h�i;0;2++ kg;
 \ fjxj > R=2gk2Kh�i;0;2); 8T 2 R+ ; R 2 R+	Here the onstants C1, C2 and � are the same as in the estimate (6.12) and M > 0 isa suÆiently large positive number whih will be de�ned below. Let us introdue alsothe set(6.19) P2 = �u 2 �+h�i : kuk2WT (
) � 2M2C4(kg;
k2h�i;0;2+ kg;
k2Kh�i;0;2) ; T 2 R+	where the onstant C4 is the same as in (6.17).38



We laim that the set P = P1 \P2 � �+h�i with a suÆiently largeM is the ompatattrating set for the semigroup Ts on K+h�i. Indeed, sineWT (
 \ BR0 ) �� �+h�i([T; T + 1℄;
 \ BR0 )for every T � 0 and R > 0 then due to (6.19) the restrition P ��x2
\BR0 of the set Pto any ball BR0 is ompat in �+h�i��x2
\BR0 . Moreover, sine g 2 L2h�i(
) then (6.18)implies that(6.20) kP; [T; T + 1℄;
 \ fjxj > Rgk�+ ! 0 when R!1.Thus, the set P is ompat in �+h�i(
). So, it remains to hek that P is the attratingset for Ts on K+h�i. To this end we introdue the family of ut-o� funtions  R(x) 2C10 (R3), 0 �  � 1, R > 1 suh that(6.21)  R(x) = 1 if jxj � R� 1;  R(x) = 0 if jxj > R and k RkC2 � Cwith C independent of R and the orresponding family of ut-o� operators �Rv �  Rv.Then sine C in (6.21) is independent of R then there exists a onstant M suh thatthe following estimates are valid uniformly with respet to R > 1 and T � 0(6.22) k�RkWT (
)!WT (
) �M ; k�Rk�+h�i([T;T+1℄;
)!�+h�i([T;T+1℄;
) �MLet us onsider now the arbitrary bounded subset B � K+h�i. It means partiulary thatthe set B0 = fu(0) : u 2 Bg is bounded in the phase spae �h�i. Moreover, it followsfrom the estimates (6.12), (6.17) and (6.22) and from our hoie of the set P that forevery R > 1 there exists S = S(R;B) suh that�R(TsB) � P for s � Sand onsequently for s � S and any T 2 R+(6.23) distfTsB;Pg�+h�i([T;T+1℄;
) � k(1��R)(TsB); [T; T + 1℄;
k�+ ��MkTsB; [T; T + 1℄;
 \ fjxj > R� 1gk�+ ==MkB; [T + s; T + s+ 1℄;
 \ fjxj > R� 1gk�+Here we denote by distfX;Y gH the Hausdor� distane between the sets X;Y � H, i.e.(6.24) distfX;Y gH = supx2X infy2Y kx� ykHNote, that the estimate (6.12) together with the boundedness of B0 imply that the right-hand side of (6.23) ould be taken arbitrary small by hoosing R and s large enough.Thus, P is a ompat attrating set for the semigroup fTs; s � 0g on K+h�i. This provesTheorem 6.2. �One might naturally ask the relationship between the trajetory attrator and aglobal attrator in the ase of uniqueness.Consider now the ase � � 0 and suppose that the onditions of Theorem 5.1 arevalid. Then the problem (3.1) has the unique solution u 2 C(R+ ;�h�i). Hene oneould de�ne the semigroup St : �h�i ! �h�i by the formula(6.25) Stu(0) = u(t) ; u is the solution of the problem (3.1)39



Corollary 6.2. Let � � 0 and the onditions of Theorem 5.1 be valid. Then thesemigroup (6.25) possesses a (global) attrator Ah�i = Aglh�i in the spae �h�i. Moreover(6.26) Aglh�i = Atrh�i��t=0Indeed, multiplying the estimate (5.22) by �h�i(x0) and integrating over x0 2 
 weobtain after simple alulations thatku1 � u2; [T; T + 1℄;
k2�+ � CeKT ku1(0)� u2(0)k2�h�ifor every two solutions u1 and u2 and for ertain positive onstants C and K (whih de-pend in general on the �h�i norms of the initial values u1(0) and u2(0)). This estimateimplies that the trae operator �0 : �+h�i ! �h�i de�ned by the formula �0u = u(0) re-alizes a Lipshitz ontinuous homeomorphism between the spaes K+h�i and �h�i. More-over under the onditions of Theorem 5.2 this homeomorphism will be in fat a C1-di�eomorphism (it an be derived analogously, using the estimate (5.42)). Thus, thesemigroups Sh and Th, de�ned by (6.25) and (6.14) orrespondingly, are onjugate byhomeomorphism and onsequently the assertion of Corollary 6.2 follows immediatelyfrom Theorem 6.2.Remark 6.1. In the ase when we do not have the uniqueness theorem for the equa-tion (3.1). The set Aglh�i, de�ned by (6.26), ould be interpreted as the attrator of amultivalued semigroup, de�ned by (6.25) (see [3℄, [5℄).Let us onsider now the dependeny on � for the attrators Atrh�i.Theorem 6.3. Let the assumptions of Theorem 3.3 be valid and let(6.27) g 2 L2h�i(
):Then any solution u 2 \">0Cb(R;W 2�Æ;2f"g (
)) belongs to the spae(6.28) u 2 Cb(R;�h�i(
))Moreover the following estimates are valid uniformly with respet to t 2 R and x0 2 R:(6.29) ( ku(t);
 \B1x0k22�Æ;2 � C �(jgj2; e�"jx�x0j) + (jgj2; e�"jx�x0j)K�ju(t; x0)j2 � C(jgj2; e�2"jx�x0j)Here K is the same as in Theorem 3.3.Proof. The estimates (6.29) follow from (3.14) and (3.4) by passing to the limit T !1.The assertion (6.28) follows from the estimates (6.29) as in the proof of Theorem 6.1.Corollary 6.3. Let the assumptions of Theorem 3.3 be valid and let(6.30) g 2 L2b(
):Then any solution u 2 \">0Cb(R;W 2�Æ;2f"g (
)) belongs to the spae(6.31) u 2 L1(R;W 2�Æ;2b (
)):Moreover the following estimate is valid uniformly with respet to t 2 R and x0 2 R:(6.29) ku(t);
 \B1x0k22�Æ;2 � C �kg;
k20;2;b + kg;
k2K0;2;b� :Here K is the same as in Theorem 3.3.Corollary 6.3 is evident and we leave its proof to the pedant reader.40



Corollary 6.4. Let the onditions of Theorem 6.3 be valid and let g 2 L2h�1i(
) \L2h�2i(
). Then(6.32) Atrh�1i = Atrh�2i and Aglh�1i = Aglh�2iIndeed the equalities (6.32) follow immediately from the representation (6.16) andfrom the assertion of the previous Theorem.Remark 6.2. The equalities (6.32) mean that the attrators Atrh�i are independent of�. Thus we sometimes omit below the index h�i and write Atr instead of Atrh�i.x7 The unstable sets.In this Setion we study the unstable sets of the equilibrium points for the equation(3.1). For simpliity we restrit ourselves to a salar ase (k = 1) and assume that thenonlinear term f is independent of rxu,(7.1) f(u;rxu) � f(u) 2 C3(R):Let z0 be an equilibrium point for the problem (3.1), i.e.(7.2) � ��xz0 + f(z0) + �0z0 = gz0���
 = 0Moreover the right{hand side g is assumed to belong to the spae L2b(
) and onse-quently z0 2W 2;2b (
).Let us onsider a funtion w = u� z0. Then(7.3) � �tw ��xw + f 0(z0)w + �0w = �[f(w + z0)� f(z0)� f 0(z0)w℄ � F (w)w���
 = 0:Notie, that by the de�nition of F ,(7.4) F (0) = 0 and F 0(0) = 0 onsequently F (w) = �(x;w)w2where � 2 C(
; C1(R)).De�nition 7.1. The unstable set of the equilibrium point z0 is de�ned to be the follow-ing set:(7.5) M+(z0) = fw0 2W 1;2(
) \ C(
) : 9w 2 C(R� ;W 1;2(
) \ C(
));w(0) = w0; w{ satis�es (7.3) and limt!�1w(t) = 0gThe main task of this Setion is to prove that under natural assumptions the unstableset M+(z0) ontains C1-manifolds of an arbitrary large dimension. We shall use thisresult in the next Setion to onstrution examples of equations (3.1) with in�nitedimensional attrators.We are going to apply the impliit funtion theorem to the equation (7.3). To do itwe study �rst the linear nonhomogeneous problem of view (7.3)(7.6) �tw + Lw = h(t)Here L = ��x + f 0(z0) + �0. For every  2 R we introdue the spaes(7.7) 8><>: H =W 1;2(
) \ C(
)C(H) = fu 2 C(R� ; H) : kuk = supt2R� etku(t)kH <1gC(L2) = fu 2 C(R� ; L2(
)) : kuk = supt2R� etku(t)kL2 <1g41



Lemma 7.1. Suppose that  2 R does not belong to the spetrum of L in L2(
). Letalso P be the spetral projetor{valued measure, whih orresponds to the selfadjointoperator L in L2(
) (see [15℄). Then for any h 2 C(L2) the problem (7.6) with theinitial ondition P ((�1; ℄)w = 0 has a unique solution w 2 C(H), i.e. this problemde�nes the linear ontinuous mapping(7.8) R : C(L2)! C(H) ; R(h) = wProof. The assertion of this Lemma an be derived by standard arguments. For theonveniene of the reader we give below a sketh of this proof.Aording to the spetral theorem for selfadjoint operators (see [15℄), there existsa measured spae (M ; �), a measured funtion l(m) and a unitary transformation U :L2(
) ! L2(M ; �) suh that ULU�1 = l(m)�, i.e. the operator L is equivalent to themultipliation operator l(m) in the spae L2(M ; �). Applying the operator U to theequation (7.6) we obtain an equivalent equation in the spae M .(7.9) �t bw(t) + l(m) bw(t) = bh(t)where bw = Uw, bh = Uh.Without loss of generality we an assume that  = 0 =2 �(L). Let M + = fm 2M ; l(m) > 0g and M � = fm 2 M ; l(m) < 0g. Sine 0 =2 �(L) then there exists � > 0suh that l(m) � � > 0 for almost all m 2 M + and l(m) � �� < 0 for almost allm 2 M � and the ondition P ((�1; ))w(0) = 0 is equivalent to bw(0) = 0 for m 2 M � .Moreover, it is easy to verify that W 1;20 (
) = L2(M ; jlj�) and(7.10) kwk21;2 = ZM jljjbwj2�(dm):Let us onsider the equation (7.9) separately for m 2 M + and for m 2 M � . First letm 2 M + . Then all solutions of the problem (7.9) are given by the following expression(7.11) bw(t) = bCe�l(m)t + Z t�1 e�l(m)(t�s)bh(s) ds ; bC 2 RLet us estimate the integral I1(t) = R t�1 e�l(m)(t�s)bh(s) ds on the right{hand side of(7.11) by the Holder inequality(7.12) jI1(t)j2 � Z t�1 jbh(s)j2e�l(m)(t�s)ds Z t�1 e�l(m)(t�s)ds �� l(m)�1 Z t�1 jbh(s)j2e��(t�s) ds:Consequently,(7.13) ZM+ l(m)jI1(t)j2�(dm) � Z t�1 kh(s)k20;2e��(t�s) ds � CkhkC0(L2):Thus, the unique solution of (7.9) form 2 M + whih is bounded with respet to t! �1is given by (7.11) with bC = 0. 42



Let us onsider now the equation (7.9) for m 2 M � . Then the unique solution withzero initial onditions is given by(7.14) bw(t) = Z 0t e�l(m)(t�s)bh(s) ds:Arguing as in the derivation of the estimate (7.13) we obtain that(7.15) � ZM� l(m)j bw(t)j2�(dm) � CkhkC0(L2):The estimates (7.13), (7.15) and (7.10) imply that our problem has a unique solutionw 2 C0(W 1;20 ) and the following estimate is valid(7.16) kwkC0(W 1;20 ) � CkhkC0(L2):To prove the lemma it is suÆient to dedue from (7.16) the estimate for the C-normof w. Let us onsider w1(t) = (t� T � 1)w(t), T � 0. Then�tw1 ��xw1 + �0w1 = �(t� T � 1)f 0(z0)w+w(t) + (t� T � 1)h(t) ; w1(�T � 1) = 0Applying the estimate (2.25) for this equation at the point t = T and using the fatthat z0 2 Cb(
) we obtain that(7.17) supx2
 jw(T; x)j2 � supt2[�T�1;�T ℄fkw(t)k20;2 + kh(t)k20;2gThe assertion of the Lemma is an immediate orollary of the estimates (7.16) and (7.17).This proves Lemma 7.1.De�nition 7.2. Let z0 be an equilibrium point of the equation (3.1), i.e. let z0 be asolution of (7.2). Then the unstable index Indz0 of the equilibria point z0 is de�ned tobe the dimension of the spetral subset of L whih orresponds to the negative part ofthe spetrum(7.18) Indz0 = dim ImP (�1; 0) = dimL2(M � ; �)(see Lemma 7.1).Theorem 7.1. Let (7.1) hold and z0 be the equilibria point of (3.1) suh that Indz0 =1.Then the instable set M+(z0) ontains C1{submanifolds of H with an arbitrary largedimension. (Note that the hyperboliity of z0 is not assumed.)Proof. Let ess = inff� : � 2 �ess(L)g. Then Indz0 = 1 implies that ess � 0. Firstonsider the ase when ess = 0. Then the negative part of the spetrum �(L) onsistsof a ountable in�nite number of normal eigenvalues with �nite multipliities. Moreoverthe set �"(L) = f� 2 �(L) : � < �"g ontains only a �nite number of eigenvalues forany " > 0. Using the standard tehnique (see [2℄) one an prove that for any " > 0,�" =2 �(L) and for a suÆiently small � > 0 the setM+";�(z0) = fw0 2 H : 9w 2 C(R� ;W 1;2(
) \ C(
)); w(0) = w0;w{ satis�es (7.3), limt!�1 e�"tkw(t)kH <1 and kw(t)kH < �gis a C1-manifold in H with dimM+";�(z0) = dim ImP (�"(L)). The evident assertiondim ImP (�"(L))!1 when "! 0 proves Theorem in this ase.Thus, the main problem is to prove the Theorem in the ase when ess < 0 (espeiallyin the ase when L has only ontinuous spetrum without launas). To this end we needone more lemma. 43



Lemma 7.2. Let  2 R and let H� = P ((�1; ℄)L2(
). Then the problem(7.19) � �tw + Lw = 0P ((�1; ℄)w(0) = w0has a unique solution w 2 C(H). Thus, the problem (7.19) de�nes the linear ontinuousmapping(7.20) S : H� ! C(H) ; Sw0 = wThe assertion of this Lemma an be derived analogously to the proof of the previousLemma but even more simply and hene we omit the proof here.The end of the proof of Theorem 7.1. Reall that it remains to onsider the ase ess < 0.Let us �x ess < 0 < 0 suh that 20 < ess and 20 =2 �(L). It is possible to do thisbeause the part of �(L) whih satis�es � < ess is disrete. Moreover due to 0 > ess,dimH�0 = 1. We are going to prove that the set M+�0;� is an in�nite dimensionalmanifold in H for suÆiently small � > 0.We should �nd the solutions of the equation (7.3) in C0 . To this end we rewrite thisequation in the following form:(7.21) w = S0w0 +R20F (w)where w0 2 H�0 . Indeed it follows from (7.4) that F (w) 2 C20(L2) for w 2 C0(H).Moreover simple heking implies that every solution w of the equation (7.3) from thespae C0(H) satis�es (7.21) with an appropriate w0 and the inverse assertion also holds.Let us apply the impliit funtion theorem to equation (7.21). To be more rigorous,de�ne a funtion� : C0(H)�H�0 ! C0(H) ; �(w;w0) = w � S0w0 �R20F (w)It is not diÆult to hek using (7.4) that � 2 C1 and that �w�(0; 0) = Id. Hene dueto the impliit funtion Theorem (see, for instane [37℄, [30℄), there exist neighborhoodsH� � H�0 and V� � C0(H) suh that the unique solution to the problem (7.21) in V�is given by the funtion W : H� ! V� i.e.(7.22) �(W (w0); w0) = 0Consider the funtion M(w0) =W (w0)��t=0 : H� ! H. Then it follows from (7.22) thatM 2 C1(H�; H) andP (� � 0)Dw0M(0) = Id ; P (� > 0)Dw0M(0) = 0and onsequently, the set M+0;�(z0) = M(H�) is an in�nite dimensional C1-manifold,di�eomorphi to H�0 . Theorem 7.1 is proved.44



x8 A dimension of the attrator. The ase of infinite dimension.In this Setion we will study the dimension of the attrator Ah�i of the equation (3.1)in the ase � < 0. It is also assumed throughout this Setion that the equation (3.1) issalar (k = 1) and the nonlinear term f is independent of rxu and satis�es (7.1).For the reader's onveniene we reall shortly the de�nition Hausdor� dimension andsome simple properties of it.De�nition 8.1. Let X be a ompat set in metri spae H. Then for any " > 0, d � 0Hausdor� (d; "){measure is de�ned to be the following number:(8.1) �H(X; d; ") = inff 1Xi=1 rdi : X � [1i=1Brixi ; jrij < "gBrixi means a ball of radius ri entered in xi 2 H and the in�num is taken over alloverings of the set X.The Hausdor� d-measure �H(X; d) of X and the Hausdor� dimension dimH(X) isde�ned to be the following numbers:(8.2) � �H(X; d) = sup">0 �H(d; ") 2 [0;1℄dimH(X) = inffd : �H(X; d) = 0g 2 [0;1℄A detailed study of the onept of Hausdor� dimension is given for instane in (see[33℄ and the referenes therein).Proposition 8.1. The following properties of Hausdor� dimension an be easily de-dued from De�nition 8.1:1. Let X1; X2 � H and let X1 � X2. Then(8.3) dimH(X1) � dimH(X2)2. Let X be a Lipshitz manifold in H with dimension N . Then(8.3) dimH(X) = N3. Let L : H ! H1 be a Lipshitz mapping ( H;H1 are metri spaes). Then(8.4) dimH(L(X)) � dimH(X)Let us suppose now that the assumptions (7.1) and (3.2) are valid and suppose thatthe right{hand side g of the equation (3.1) satis�es the following ondition:(8.5) g 2 L2b(
) \ L2h�i(
)for a ertain � < 0. Then aording to Theorem 6.2 the problem (3.1) possesses atrajetory attrator Atr in the spae �+h�i(
) de�ned by (6.8). Let us de�ne also theset Agl by formula (6.26). Then Corollary 6.3 implies that Agl is a bounded set inW 2�Æ;2b (
). Hene it follows from Theorem 5.1 that the solving operator S for theproblem realizes a one-to-one orrespondene between Agl and Atr:(8.6) S : Agl ! Atr45



(it means partiularly that the problem (3.1) has a unique solution for any u0 2 Agl).Moreover if we endow the attrators Agl and Atr with the topology indued by theembeddings Agl � �h�i(
) and Atr � �+h�i respetively then Proposition 5.2 impliesthat (8.6) is a Lipshitz ontinuous isomorphism (see also the proof of Corollary 6.2) andonsequently, due to Proposition 8.1,(8.7) dimH �Atr��[T;T+1℄�
;�+h�i([T; T + 1℄;
)� = dimH �Agl;�h�i�for any T 2 R+ . Thus, instead of studying the dimension of trajetory attrator Atrh�iin the spae �+h�i, we will study the dimension of Agl in the spae �h�i(
).Theorem 8.1. Let the above assumptions be valid and let Indz0 =1 for some equilib-rium point of the equation (3.1). Then the attrator Agl of the equation (3.1) has in�niteHausdor� dimension in �h�i. Moreover for every N 2 N it ontains a C1-manifoldMNof dimension N .Proof. This Theorem is a orollary of Theorem 7.1. Indeed, aording to Theorem 7.1for every N 2 N the unstable set M+(z0) (see De�nition 7.2) ontains a C1-manifoldMN of dimension N . To omplete the proof it remains to verify that M+(z0) � Agl.Let u0 2 M+(z0). By de�nition it means that there exists a solution u(t) for t � 0 forthe equation (3.1) suh that u(t)� z0 2 Cb(R� ;W 1;2(
) \ C(
)) and u(t) ! z0 whent ! �1. Reall also that due to Theorem 6.3 z0 2 �h�i(
) \ Cb(
). Sine � < 0then u 2 Cb(R� ;W 1;2h�i(
)\Cb(
)). Rewriting the equation (3.1) in the form of a linearequation(8.8) �tu = �xu� �0u� h(t) with h(t) = f(u(t))� g ; t � 0and applying the smoothing property for the equation (8.8) (as in the proof of Propo-sition 5.3 one an easily obtain that u 2 Cb(R� ;�h�i(
)). Consequently, u0 2 �h�i(
).Hene, aording to Theorems 4.2 and 6.1 there exists a solution u(t), t � 0, u(0) = u0of the problem (3.1) and u(t) 2 Cb(R+ ;�h�i(
)). Thus, we onstrut a solutionu 2 Cb(R;�h�i(
)) and u(0) = u0. Theorem 6.2 implies now that u0 2 Agl. The-orem 8.1 is proved.We onlude this Setion by onstruting expliit examples of the equations in (3.1)whih have an in�nite dimensional attrator. For simpliity we assume below that
 = R3Theorem 8.2. Let 
 = R3 , � < 0 and the nonlinear term f satisfy (7.1). Let ussuppose also that the equation (3.1) is nonmonotoni, i.e. there exists � 2 R suh that(8.9) f 0(�) + �0 < 0:Then there exists a right{hand side g 2 L2h�i(
)\L2b(
) of the equation (3.1) suh thatthe attrator of this equation Agl has an in�nite dimension in �h�i(
).Proof. Due to the previous Theorem it is suÆient to onstrut the right{hand sideg in suh way that the equation (3.1) possesses an equilibrium point z0 with in�niteunstable index.We begin by onstruting an equilibrium z0 and afterwards we de�ne the right{handside g by the formula(8.10) g = ��xz0 + �0z0 + f(z0):46



For every R > 0 onsider a smooth funtion QR(z), z 2 R suh that QR(z) = 1 forjzj � R, QR(z) = 0 for jzj > R + 1 and 0 � QR(z) � 1 for R < jzj < R + 1. Consideralso a sequene fxngn2N, xn 2 R3 suh that(8.11) jxi � xj j > 2R+ 2 for i 6= j:De�ne the equilibrium point z0 by the formula(8.12) z0(x) = � 1Xn=1QR(jx� xnj)Then due to onditions (8.11), z0 2 Cb(R3) and jz0j � �.Lemma 8.1. The unstable index Indz0 of the operator(8.13) Lz0 = ��x + f 0(z0) + �0is equal to 1 for suÆiently large R and for an arbitrary sequene fxng whih satis�es(8.12).Proof. We will use the min-max priniple (see [33℄) for the alulation of the unstableindex of the self-adjoint operator Lz0 in the following form: suppose there exists N -dimensional subspae VN �W 1;2(R3) suh that for a ertain " > 0(8.14) (Lz0v; v) + "(v; v) � 0 for any v 2 VN :Then Indz0 � N .For k > 0 onsider the funtion(8.15) vk(x) = � sin(x1=k) sin(x2=k) sin(x3=k) if x 2 [0; k�℄30 if x =2 [0; k�℄3Then it is not diÆult to verify vk 2W 1;2(R3) and(8.16) (�xvk; vk) = � 3k2 (vk; vk):Let us �x now the onstant k suh that 3k2 + �0 + f 0(�) < 0 and let the onstant Rbe hosen suh that 3�k < R. Fix also a sequene fxng satisfying (8.11) and de�ne asequene of funtions(8.17) en(x) = vk(x� xn)Then supp ei \ supp ej = ? for i 6= j and z0(x) = � when x 2 supp en. Consequently(8.18) �(Lz0en; en) = ((�x � �0 � f 0(�))vk; vk) = �( 3k2 � �0 � f 0(�))(vk; vk) > 0Taking VN = spanfe1; � � � ; eNg and applying (8.14) we obtain that Indz0 =1. Lemma8.1 is proved.To omplete the proof of Theorem 8.2 it remains to �x the sequene fxng in suh away that the funtion g de�ned by (8.10) belongs to the spae L2h�i(R3).Lemma 8.2. Let x1 = (1; 1; 1) and xn = Renx1 for n > 1 (R was de�ned in Lemma8.1). Then the funtion g de�ned by (8.10) belongs to the spae L2h�i(
) for any � < 0.The proof of this Lemma is based on the fat f(0) = 0 and an be obtained by adiret omputation. Lemma 8.2 is proved. Theorem 8.2 is proved.47



x9 A dimension of the attrator. The ase of finite dimension.In this Setion, under some natural assumptions on the nonlinear term f(u;rxu) weprove that in the ase when the right{hand side g of the equation (3.1) belongs to thespae L2h�i(
) for a some � � 0 the attrator Agl of this equation has �nite Hausdor�dimension in �h�i. For simpliity we will onsider below only the ase when � = 0 and
 = R3 . The ase � > 0 ould be treated analogously.Let us suppose that the assumptions of Proposition 5.3 are valid. Then, integratingthe estimate (5.23) over x0 2 
 = Rn and using the estimates (1.3) and (1.10) with � = 0we obtain that the following estimate holds uniformly with respet to u1(0); u2(0) 2 Agl,(9.1) ku1(t)� u2(t);R3k22�Æ;2 � C e�tt2 ku1(0)� u2(0);R3k20;2:Here ui(t), i = 1; 2 are solutions of the problem (3.1). Using the invariane property ofthe attrator (StAgl = Agl) and the third assertion of Proposition 8.1 one an easilydedue from (9.1) that(9.2) dimH(Agl;�h0i(R3)) = dimH(Agl; L2(R3)):So, instead of estimating the dimension of Agl in the spae �h0i(R3) = W 2�Æ;2(R3)we estimate below its dimension in a simpler spae L2(R3). To this end we need thefollowing de�nitionDe�nition 9.1. A map S : A ! A where A is a subset of ertain Banah spae X isalled uniformly quasidi�erentiable on A if for any x 2 X there exists a linear operatorS0(x) : X ! X (quasidi�erential) suh that(9.3) kS(x+ v)� S(x)� S0(x)vkX = o(kvkX)holds uniformly with respet to x 2 X, x+ v 2 X.The estimation of the dimension of the attrator A is based on the following theorem.Theorem 9.1 [33℄. Let St be a semigroup in a ertain Hilbert spae H and let A � Hbe a ompat stritly invariant set of this semigroup (StA = A). Let us suppose alsothat St is uniformly quasidi�erentiable on A for any �xed t and the following inequalityholds for some T > 0(9.4) !d(A) = supx2A!d (S0T (x)) < 1where !d(L) � k�dLk�dH is the norm of d-th exterior power of the operator L inHilbert spae �dH (see [33℄). Then the Hausdor� dimension of the set A is �nite inH. Moreover,(9.4) dimH(A; H) � dLemma 9.1. Let all of the assumptions of Theorem 5.2 be valid and let g 2 L2(
) thenthe semigroup St : �h0i ! �h0i generated by the equation (3.1) is uniformly quasidi�er-entiable in the spae L2(
) on the attrator A.Proof. The assertion of the lemma is a orollary of the estimate (5.33). Indeed letu1(0); u2(0) 2 A and let w(t) be the solution of the problem (5.29) with w(0) = u1(0)�48



u2(0). Then integrating this estimate over x0 2 R3 we obtain after simple omputationsthat(9.5) ku1(T )� u2(T )� w(T );R3k20;2 � C1eC2T ku1(0)� u2(0);R3k2(1+�)0;2where the onstants C1 and C2 depends only on norms kui(t)k� whih remain boundedon the attrator.The estimate (9.5) implies by de�nition that the semigroup St is uniformly quasidif-ferentiable on the attrator in the spae L2(R3) and its quasidi�erential oinides witha solving operator for the problem (5.29). Lemma 9.1 is proved.Thus, to estimate the dimension of the attrator it remains to estimate d-th exteriorpowers of the solving operator for the problem (5.29).Lemma 9.2. Let the assumptions of Lemma 9.1 be valid. Then(9.6) !d(S0T (u0)) � eR T0 TrdfL(u(t))g dtwhere u(t) is a solution of (3.1) with u(0) = u0 2 A,(9.7) L(�) = �x � �0 � f 0u(�;rx�))� f 0rxu(�;rx�))and Trd means a d-dimensional trae of the upper semibounded linear operator L, i.e.(9.8) Trd(L) � supf dXi=1(Lvi; vi) : kvik0;2 = 1 ; i = 1:::d; (vi; vj) = 0 for i 6= jgThe proof of this Lemma an be found for instane in [33℄.Lemma 9.3. Let the operator L(�) be de�ned by formula (9.7). Then for any � =�(x) 2 A and for any d 2 N the following estimate is valid:(9.9) TrdfL(�)g � ��0d2 +Q(kg;R3k0;2)kg;R3k20;2where Q is a ertain monotoni funtion independent of dProof. Let fvigdi=1 be the orthonormal system in the spae L2(R3). Then, due to theHolder inequality,(9.10) dXi=1 (Lvi; vi) = � ZR3  dXi=1 jrxvi(x)j2! dx� �0 ZR3  dXi=1 jvi(x)j2!�� ZR3 f 0u(�(x);rx�(x)) dXi=1 jvi(x)j2! dx�� ZR3 f 0rxu(�(x);rx�(x)) dXi=1 rxvi(x)vi(x)! dx �� 12 ZR3  dXi=1 jrxvi(x)j2! dx� �0 ZR3  dXi=1 jvi(x)j2! dx++ ZR3 ��f 0u(�(x);rx�(x)) + 12 jf 0rxu(�(x);rx�(x))j2� dXi=1 jvi(x)j2! dx:49



Let us estimate the last term in the right{hand side of (9.10). To this end we note thatthe �rst assumption of (3.2) implies that(9.11) fu(0; 0) � 0 and frxu(0; 0) = 0:Sine f 2 C1 then there exists � > 0 suh that 12 jf 0v(u; v)j2�f 0u(u; v) � �0=2 for juj � �and jvj � �. Let us �x suh � > 0 and introdue the set(9.12) 
� = fx 2 R3 : j�(x)j � �; jrx�(x)j < �g:Then, by de�nition(9.13) I(x) � 12 jf 0rx�(�(x);rx�(x))j2 � f 0�(�(x);rx�(x)) � �0=2for every x 2 
� . Therefore, using (9.13), Lieb-Thirring inequality (see [25℄)ZR3  dXi=1 jvi(x)j2!5=3 dx � C ZR3  dXi=1 jrxvi(x)j2! dx;and Holder inequality with the exponents 5=3 and 5=2 we obtain that(9.14) ZR3 I(x) Xi=1d jvi(x)j2! dx � �0=2 Z
�  dXi=1 jvi(x)j2! dx++ ZR3n
� jI(x)j dXi=1 jvi(x)j2! dx �� �0=2 ZR3  dXi=1 jvi(x)j2! dx+ 1=2 ZR3  dXi=1 jrxvi(x)j2! dx++ ZR3n
� jI(x)j5=2dxThus, it remains to estimate the last integral into the right-hand side of (9.14). To thisend we reall that � 2 A, sine aording to (6.29) we infer that(9.15) � k�;R3k20;2 + krx�;R3k20;2 + k�;R3k22�Æ;2 � Q1(kg;R3k0;2)kg;R3k20;2k�;R3k0;1 � Ckg;R3k0;2for a ertain monotoni funtion Q1.The estimates (9.15) imply that(9.16) mes �R3n
�� � Q2(kg;R3k0;2)kg;R3k20;2Moreover, it follows from the assumptions (5.1) that(9.17) jI(x)j5=2 � Q(k�;R3k0;1)(1 + jrx�(x)j5r=2) � Q3(kg;R3k0;2)(1 + jrx�jl)50



with l = maxf2; 5r=2g. Estimating the last integral in the right-hand side of (9.14)using (9.16) and (9.17) we will have(9.18) ZR3n
� jI(x)j5=2 � Q3mesfR3n
�g+Q3 ZR3 jrx�(x)jldx� Q4(kg;R3k0;2)kg;R3k20;2 +Q3k�;R3kl1;l� Q4(kg;R3k0;2)kg;R3k20;2 + CQ3k�;R3kl2�Æ;2 � Q(kg;R3k0;2)kg;R3k20;2Here we also use the Sobolev embedding W 1;l � W 2�Æ;2 whih holds sine Æ < 1r � 12 ,and the estimate (9.15).Combining the estimates (9.10), (9.14) and (9.18) we obtain that(9.19) dXi=1(Lvi; vi) � ��0d2 +Q2(kg;R3k0;2)kg;R3k20;2:The estimate (9.9) is an immediate orollary of (9.19) and (9.8). Lemma 9.3 is proved.Theorem 9.2. Let the previous assumptions be valid. Then the attrator Agl has the�nite Hausdor� dimension:(9.20) dim(Agl; L2(R3)) � Q(kg;R3k0;2)kg;R3k20;2where Q is a ertain monotoni funtion.The assertion of this Theorem is an immediate orollary of Theorem 9.1 and Lemmata9.1,9.2 and 9.3.Remark 9.1. Let us onsider now a slighty modi�ed equation of the form (3.1)(9.21) �tu = ��xu� �0u� f(u;rxu) + gwhere � > 0 is a small parameter. Then arguing as in the proof of Theorem 9.2 one anobtain the following estimate for the Hausdor� dimension of the attrator A� of (9.21):(9.22) dim(A� ; L2(R3) � Q(kg;R3k0;2)kg;R3k20;2�Pwhere the monotoni funtion Q is independent of � and the exponent P = P (r) an beexpressed expliitly.Remark 9.2. If the nonlinear term f(u;rxu) is independent of rxu (f(u;rxu) �f(u)) then arguing as in the proof of Theorem 9.2 we an obtain a sharper estimate forthe dimension of the attrator to the equation (9.21) (see [16℄).(9.23) dim(A� ; L2(R3)) � Cf kg;R3k20;2�3=2 :Moreover, this estimate annot be improved, i.e. there exists a sequene of right{handsides g� 2 L2(R3), � ! 0 suh that(9.24) C 0f kg� ;R3k20;2�3=2 � dim(A� ; L2(R3)) � Cf kg� ;R3k20;2�3=2 :51
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